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Strange things happen in the offices of the HERALD. 
Strange people come to visit, strange stories are told, 
and strange objects of every description are brought 
to our attention - and sometimes even brought in for 
identification. And this is one of them. Can any of our 
readers identify the species of animal this upper 
portion of skull once belonged to? It was turned inby a 
local resident, a Mr. Thor Green. • ' - 
Y 
Lang's Appointment 
• Beer Stdko Threatens Bankruptcies 
Oauses Oomment 
. .L~al specalstioan in the 
KWm~t - Terr~e dlstrkt 
foUowing f i le Trudeau 
spee:k-te,,,the.nstkn 
televlslem Mdreas, had been 
s cabinet shuffle would 
result this we~k, but this 
proved oaly partly correct. 
..Fitness and Amateur Sport 
minister Ires Csmpspo~o 
flew to Ottawa, Tuesday, for 
Wednesday's special cabtaet 
meeting, arriving the same 
evening, 
• .At about Z p.m, EaT, the 
announcement came over 
the CP teletype that Minkter 
o~ ~ansport and chdrman 
of the Csned~kn"w~eat 
Board. Otto Lang, had I~en 
awarded the additional 
portfolio of Minister of 
Justice. "vacated by non 
Bnsford who announced his 
resignation from federal 
politics shortly after 
Trudean's televis~an speech 
last week. 
..No other cabinet changes 
were announced, Wed- 
nesday, and lena Cam- 
pagnolo was scheduled to 
return to Edmonton for the 
final three days of the 
Commonwealth Games, 
remaining for the closing 
Saturday exercises, at which 
Prince Philip is expected to ~ 
preside. 
..The resuna of the latest 
Gallup Poll ,  announced 
Wednesday morning, 
revealed s slight (3 point) 
increase in the NDP support, 
an almost identical decline 
for the P.C.'s and tittle 
change for the Liberals. 
..Some Ottawa Jourualtats 
were immedistely in. 
terpreting the Gsllup 
peWngs as an indication the 
climate wu dgbt, 
poilUcaUy, for the calling of  
a November election. 1 
...As pro0f of this, they.were 
• pointing 'to .Otto ~L|ng'e" 
double- almost triple"- 
portfoUo, suggesting it woaM 
have to be n short-term load 
and would not have bean' 
considered under any other 
circumstances. 
• .Some local reactJoa was 
Lang's extra portfolio had 
only further ruffled feathers 
among Voters in the west - 
especially in British 
Columbia where he has been 
acclaimed B.C.'s most 
disliked politidan - on a 
level, (an one phe~ caller to  
the IIERALD has 
suggested,) with B.C.'s BW' 
VsnderZalm. 
Joe Olark Has Hopes 
KITCHENER, 0st• (CP) southwestern Ontario, said 
- Opposition Leader Joe be is not concerned his 
Clark said he hopes that a P rogress ive  Conservative 
Gallup poll released today party has slipped eight 
will encourage the Liberals percentage points behind the 
to call a federal election. Liberalsin the public opinion 
Clark, on a four-day tour ef poll. 
U.S. Blamed For 
BO Wood Shortage 
'\VICTORIA (CP) - -  A are they getting a better 
heavy demand for building ' dollar through export sales, 
materials in the United but maw U.S. dealers are 
States is causing shortages picking up the product nt the 
and rapidly increasing factory for the same price 
prices in British Columbia, the companies charge 
industry spokesmen say. delivered to supplier outlets 
Most seriously affected in B.C. 
are~dar products, because The popularity of cedar 
finished boards are products, particularily k 
becoming increasingly California, is causing many 
difficult to acquire, and kiln- home builders here to switch 
dry, tongue-and-groove toother woods. 
siding has skyrocketed to As one local supplier 
$1,200 a thousand board feet lamented: "Who can afford 
from $4]55 a year ago. th_e p~ee? It's ridiculous.'; 
Gyproc, used for drywall .~.norta. Sea are ._occ,,,,,._ur~n__,S. 
constructlon,'is ~lso In short ..w~m user l~'ouuem: Tnore s 
supply, a dearth of stucco w~re on me 
An industry spokesman market, largely hecause of 
an increase in experts to said more than 60 per cent of 
the B.C. and Alberta 
production is heading to the 
U.S. 
,'These days when a guy 
comesup from Washington 
State with a truck full of hay, 
you ran bet he'll be returning 
home with a load of gyproc," 
said one building supplier. 
He said some gyprec com- 
rl~efunlea in Vancouver are 
sing to t orders. 
STATES FRUSTRATION 
"It's pointless trying to 
Uote on big Jobs now 
cause we know we can't 
deliver on time," he said. 
For manufacturers,  
however, the surge in ex- 
ports is a bonanza. Not only 
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Alaska, and prices have 
risen dramatically. A 112- 
foot roll of wire that cost 
$18.10 last summer now is 
selling for about ;30. 
MARKET ~IGHT 
The market for fir plywood 
is also tight, causing prices 
to increase almnst 30 per 
cent in the past year. 
"Victoria has to compete 
with the rest of Canada for 
it," said one dealer• 
"Everyone is busy, and 
there's just not enough wood 
in the pipeline." 
Those in the building 
supply business are reluc- 
tant o discuss the problems. 
None wished to be identified. 
Exeent m 
Blaokflies Nobody'$ Problem 
Efforts to uncover any information concerning the pes~ blackfly problem that 
bugged local residents all day yesterday were unsuccesszm and despnte numerous 
telephone calls to government agencies, the insects are still a mystery . .  
The tiny, black flies were ubiquitous in Terrace si.'neeear/y.w, eanes aay. mar: 
ning, swarming en masse and covering and cHngmg to morning ann skin at 
anyone who ventured outdoors. 
The major problem in our information search appeared ~o be the fact that there 
is no local department or agency which concerns itself with insects or pest con- 
trol. 
Provincial conservation officer for Fish and Wildlife in Terrace Dave Crack 
oagreed the flies were a nuisance, but could shed no light on their na.mes or ~eir  
gins except to speculate they might be caused by me weamer. 
Terrace's record-salting temperatures recently were followed by record: 
setting rains then high humidity which could have cause(] premature hatching o~ 
the fly larvae.' 
The Federal Fisheries l)eprtment in Ten'ace likewise did not have any in- 
formation on the insects. 
The Skeena Health Unit presumably has a entymology.sub-section (..because of 
the connection between certain insects and disease) but mere apparenuy were no 
health inspectors in town yesterday.. 
We were unable to get in touch wlth the Pest Control Deparunent in Victoria, 
and so didn't get any further with that idea. ~ 
Whether the flies will disappear On their own or whether a massive destruction 
program will he undertaken is not certain. 
d'erk-Administrator' for the District of Terrace' Bob Hallsor said the town has 
not involved itself in insect control and does notplan to in the case of the flies. 
Hailsor said eonirolling the flies would be "a horrendous undertaking" because 
the fly problem apparently extends far beyond the town boundaries. 
So what they are, why they're here and when they're leaving is a mystery, but 
one thing's for sure- the flies are a peaty problem. 
VANCOUVER CP - British 
Columbia's beer strike has 
entered its third month and 
for most people It means just 
having to do without a agents who buy the bottles 
favorite beverage, but from them. 
several businessmen say it Dale Lyons, assistant 
may drive them into manager of Allied Bottle 
bankruptcy. Distributors Ltd., said 
Depot owners who buy Tuesday there were more 
empty beer bottles from the than 300,000 dozen empties In 
public say they may hove to his warehouse. 
shut down, along with the "It's killing us," he said. 
"Most bottle depots are 
going belly up with no money 
coming in. Something should 
be done about this because 
we'll go belly up, too, ff this 
strike keeps going• 
The class of 1968 of Terrace High School were seen reliving old memories at 
Riverboat Days this weekend. Pictured above are Run Judd, Alan Hang ana, 
Jerry Elkiw and Betty Jo Orr. 
I" 
Herald Publisher Laurie Mailett received a certificate of thanks from JeAnne 
Ames of the Canada Employment Centre for Students and Youths. The Hera!d 
was one organization thanked for participation in helping to promote me CEC s 
student summer employment program. 
Beotion Fever Seizes Ottawa 
OTTAWA CP The 
possibility of a fall election 
was refuelled Wednesday by 
the publication of a Gsllup 
poll showing the Liberals 
leading the Progressive 
Conservatives by eight 
percentage points. 
"I would feel comfortable 
with an eight point lead 
going into an election," 
~' SenatOr:. AlaMaie~i Gralmm, 
Libersllparty president said 
in a telephone interview• 
Immediately prior to the 
1974 general election, the 
Conservatives trailed in 
public opinion polls by eight 
percentage points and the 
Liberals won a handy 
majority of the seats. 
ewWedaeaday's, poll, which 
as taken in July, shows that 
among decided voters Clark, during a visit to 
Liberal support dropped to Kitchener, ant•, said he 
42 percentage 'points from 43 hopes the poll will encourage 
points the previous month the Liberals to call an 
and the Conservatives election. 
,o Fi es -p r  The New Democratic 
Party increased three points 
number c~ votom dropped 
one pol~_~ 3~,-.-, .~-~;. :-. .... ' ........... Oppnsitlon,,labor,,critlc 
A epbkesnikn mr NDP Karen Sanford (NDP- 
Leader Ed Broadbent said: Comox) said that statistics 
"We're obviously pleased 
with the results•" 
The larger support for the 
NDP likely would not be 
translated into more seats 
because the increase is 
spread thinly throughout the 
country. 
Conservative Leader Joe 
Ordeal By Water At Kitselas ,Canyon 
• By Jim Morris though for sure I was going to lose her. That's 
Don Richard of Usk, i l  miles east of Terrace when I decided, even though she was that far 
ahead of me I should enter the water now says it was his belief in the Baba'i faith which 
gave him the strength to fight the current of the because I was getting nowhere running." 
Skeeua River to save the life of Ann Baxley Richard says he took off his clothes and en- 
tered the water. He relates he was getting fairly 
close to the girl when he saw a truck on the op- 
pesite bank of the river. He yelled at its oc- 
who's canoe had overturned. 
In the accident which occured last Thursday, 
Ann's father Commander William Baxley, 37, of 
the U.S. Coast Guard was lost and is presumed 
drowned. Ann would have also perished ff it 
hadn't been for Richard, yet he says he shouldn't 
be praised for what he did because his religion 
dictated he do it. 
"Its bi~ing a Baha'i. Its my belief that I should 
risk my ]fie, or give my life for another person. 
Part of our belief is we should help anyone who is 
in distress. I think being a Baha'i gave me the 
strength and the decision right away to help this 
person with hesitation whatsoever. 
"I shouldn't be praised for what I did because 
what I did was something I had to do." 
The incident began for Richard Thursday 
about noon. The CNR crew Richard works on 
were on their lunch break about four miles down 
the track from Usk. 
Richards was in the woods reading while the 
rest of the men were fishing in the Skeena. He 
says he heard a high pitched scream. At first he 
ignored it, then thought it must be one of his 
friends who had caught a fish. It wasn't until he 
went to investigate he saw the capsized canoe 
and the body floating downstream with the 
cun'ent. 
The men Richard works with decided they 
should try and reach help and went to phone the 
RCMP. Richard felt he should do something 
right away. 
"I decided I'd better go in and get her, but by 
this time she was way down river and I was quite 
aways behind her. I ran along way along the 
shore to try and keep up to her." 
Richard said he wanted to go into the water to 
help the girl hut she was on the far side of the 
river and he wasn't sure if he could reach her. He 
k~,t yelling to the girl he wouldn't let her out of 
h~:, sight and she kept screaming at him to help 
her. He says he was getting discouraged because 
be was still so far behind and was running out of 
both breath and energy. 
"Just as I was thinking I was wasting all my 
energy she hit these rapids and at that point I 
cupants he needed help and they waved, turned 
and headed toward Terrace. 
"I had no idea what they were doing. I thought 
for sure they were going to come out of the truck 
to help us. I was getting really cold and tired and 
I could have used somebody at that point." 
The ve®le in the truck had a CB radio and 
tried to contact police Richard later learned. 
Meanwhile he was nearing the girl. 
"As I was swimming to her she was pleading 
with me not to drown. The reason she was afraid 
for me, the first words she spoke to me when I 
got closer, was her father had just drowned. She 
told me she had seen her father drown and she 
did not want me to drown." 
Richard says the girl was hysterical and he 
hesitated going near her in case she grabbed him 
and they both drowned. He says he was surprised 
she was only a child because he hadn't seen her 
until this point in the drama. 
"Her canoe was three quarters under water 
and she never really was able to get on it because 
itkeptrolling with the current. She kept grabbing 
to stay with it. I grabbed onto it and held it in a 
certain position so she could get on it. then ex- 
plained to her everything was O.K. and we were 
going to do it on our own." 
Richard explained at this point he didn't know 
where he was on the Skeena River. He felt the 
canyon where the river narrows between two 
walls and the current is stronger, was ahead of 
him. It wasn't until he reached shore he found 
out the accident had occured in the Canyon and 
by the time he reached the canoe they were well 
down stream from this point. 
"After floating with her for quite a long ways 
and explaining to her I had thought the canyon 
was ahead of us and we were both going to drown 
if we didn't get away from the boat, I told her if 
she didn't relax she would drown me. So finally 
she said she would get on my back and we would 
go for shore." 
Richard says he had entered the river on the 
showing a small decline in 
unemployment in British 
Columbia re "cooked" and 
therefore provide no reason 
for optimism. 
Sanford also said the 
legislature should not be idle 
when so many B.C. residents 
are Jobless. 
track side of the Skeena and now thw were going 
to try to reach shore on the highway side. He 
says the current was going this way and he felt 
they could make it easier. 
"Amazingly enough when she got on my back 
she was really helpful because she kicked her 
feet and everything. She was 'really calm and 
never strangled me." 
He adds because of the life jacket Ann was 
wearing, she was much lighter than she nor- 
mally would have been. 
"After a lot of stroking and stuff we weren't 
getting too far. We tried for this one point that 
was sticking out and we missed it. We got pretty 
discouraged about that." 
Richard relates after fighting the current for 
what seemed a long time he finally got close 
enough to the shore he thought he could stand up, 
but this was not as easy as it seemed. 
"When I finally did touch bottom I couldn't 
stand up, the current would throw us hack into 
the river. I was very tired and she knew it. We 
did a lot of kicking and stroking unit finally I did 
stand up. When we finally got to stand up I 
couldn't move. My body was so exhausted I just 
started shaking. She started crying she was so 
happy that she was not going to die." 
Richard says beth he and Ann rested on the 
shore for a time. Because he had taken off his 
clothes to swim, he couldn't help warm her up. 
Also noose knew where they were. They had 
about a half hour wait before the RCMP picked 
them up in a boat. 
Once they were back in Terrace, Ann had to go 
through the ordeal of telling her mother, who had 
been~vaiting for them in Terrace, her father was 
dead. Richard says they were in a room when the 
mother came in. 
"She asked Ann where Dad was. Ann told her 
he had drowned and she just went to pieces. It 
seemed to me she had no idea he had drowned." 
Since the accident and rescue Richard says he 
'has seen the mother two or three times. 
"They're very beautiful people. They thanked 
me a hack of a lot. The brother flew in from 
Hawaii. He wanted to thank me for what hap- 
pened." 
At last report Ann had been released from 
Mills Memorial Hospital. The police had given 
up the search for the body of Ann's father and the 
family had returned home to the United States. 
j 
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Smoking Can Be Good For Your Health-If You're 
U~,BANON, Tenn. tAP) -- 
A bumper crop of marijuana 
plants plucked from the 
ground near four car washes 
has prompted police to start 
keeping a keen eye on the 
dumping of cigarette butts 
from car ash trays. 
Patrolman Joe Eatherly 
and Detective Terry Ashe 
acted on a tip and found 
about 30 plants--sue nine 
feet tall. The illegal weed 
was growing in soft littered 
with cigarette butts. 
"We believe they were 
growing where people had 
dumped ashtrays from the 
cars," Ashn said Tuesday. "I 
don't think they were 
planted." 
No arrests have been 
made and authorities at- 
tributed the plants' healthy 
growth to a regular supply of 
seeds from the ashtrays. 
JACKSONVILLE BEACH, 
Fla. tAP)-- A surfer warned 
several times to move away 
from the Jacksonville Beach 
fishing p/er found the reason 
why the herd way. 
Police said the surfer, 23- 
year-old Charles Harking, 
became entangled in .the 
fishing line of C,A. Thomp- 
• 8on. 
Thompson helped extract 
the flshhank from Harkins's News. 
leg and then urrested him for It tonk six months fur the 
violating an ordinance federally-funded, English 
forbidding surfing within 100 and Chinese newspaper-- 
metres of the pier. which published its first 
Thompson is a policeman ec~tion last week--just to get 
who was fishing on his day hold o~ a Chinese typewriter. 
off. Typing a story cemists of 
guiding h handle over the 
pHILADELPHIA (AP) -- 2,000 characters insearch of 
you caanct rush the typ[st at theright one. A bundle has to 
Philadelphia's Chinatown be pulled to print the 
character on to the paper. 
A Marijuana Plant 
"You have to be very 
quiet, very patient," said 
Yin Fong Lee, the 
newspaper's typist. "You 
can't have acmeane yelling, 
zlturry upl Rasht' You have 
to take your time." 
PALO ALTO, Calif, (AP) 
- D~.powe~ed 
skateboarding will continue 
unleashed on the streets of 
Palo Alto. 
The city council has 
~oJ ected an appeal to hen ~.powered skateboards, 
despite a complaint from one 
wmnan that allowing a dog to 
pulls skateheurd la a danger 
to. life and limb. 
"Are the sidewalks for the 
hi a letter, she said she ob- 
jectod to 16-year-old Clark 
McElfrosh being pulled 
around the neighborhood on 
a skateboard powered by his 
famiiy'n dogs, 
But the council agreed 
with C la rk ' s  mother, 
pedestrians or are they Ja~ueline McEl/rmh, who 
excerelae tracks for people asked: "Are we going to 
on skateboards being towed legislate everything a kid 
by dogs?" asked Jane can do. in rids town out of 
Mangold. existence?" 
Carter's U.S. Meet With Begin *And Sadat Oantab. Praism Pops 
Could Be Most Historic Since WW II 
prospect that the U.u. is tween EWpt and Israel. 
finally willing to .become "a Veiled pressure on both 
full partner" m peace parties, using military and 
negotiations, economic aid decisions, has 
Such U.S. involvement already undermined that 
would mean final aban- posture. 
donment of the fading PRESSURE ISRAEL 
pretence that the United Abandoning the formal 
States is only a mediator be.. pretence of being purely a 
WASHINGTON (CP) - -By  apart, leaving the same sad But the meeting, if held, 
summoning the Egyptian legacy of hostile rhetoric and could also open a new stage 
and Israeli ieades's to the petty haggling that followed in Middle East diplomacy, 
United States for a Sept. 5 Egyptian President Anwar bringing the United States 
summit meeting, President Sudat's dramatic journey to into full participation i  the 
Carter may have launched Israel. Or it could be can- aron's troubled politics. 
one of the most historic pest- celled because of an un- Sudat has said that what 
war diplomatic drives, foreseen crisis in Lebanon or moved him to agree to the 
meeting could fall elsewhere. Sept. 5 meeting .was the 
Christina Onassis Revorted Upset At Rumor 
Third Husband May Be Russian KGB Agent 
alone from Moscow Satur- 
day, interrupting _ 
honeymoon plans "to attend 
to urgent business for 10 
days," a relative said at the 
time. 
She married unemployed 
Shipping bureaucrat Sergei 
Kauzov, her third husband in 
seven years, in a civil cere- 
mony in Moscow Aug. 1. The 
couple had been expected, to
leave for a honeymoon at a 
Siberian resort a few days 
later. 
A source close to. the 
family, which' opposed 
Christina's marriage and 
stayed away from the 
ceremony, said the 27-yesr- 
old millionaire "became 
terribly upset after the 
reported allegations that 
Sergei was a KGB agent." 
"She's here to discuss with 
her relatives the raper- 
cessions it might have on Christina will return to him, 
their relationship," the but he insistod she is ceming 
source said. 
Alexander Andreadis, 
Christina's econd husband, 
visited her Sunday and was 
reported pressing her not to 
return to Moscow. They were 
divorced last year after 13 
months of marriage. 
In Moscow, Kauzov, 37, 
said he is not sure when 
back. 
"We don't have the date 
set yet, but she will return, 
there is nodoubt about hat," 
Kanzov said in a telephone 
interview from the tWo-room 
Moscow apartment the 
couple were to share with 
KauZov's mother until they 
gota place of their own. 
ATHENS tAP) - -  Greek 
shlpping heiress Christina 
onan~ is reported "terr~ly 
upset" by published reports 
that her new husband was a 
member of the Soviet secret 
pellce, and sources close to 
the Onassis family say she is 
.having "second thoughts" 
about heir marriage. . 
Christina, 27-year-old 
daughter of the late Aristotle 
Oun~is, arrived in Athena 
Two Yr. OldLegally Dead A er Father's Sexual Assault 
sent for psychiatric testing 
following arraignment. He 
surrendered to authorities 
Tuesday. 
"He is brain dead," Dr. 
John Bakody testified about 
the ehild in Polk County 
juvenile court on Tuesday. 
"Already four doctors have 
indicated the patient is 
dead." 
The boy's grandparents, 
Richard and Shirley sehrisr, 
want the ~ judge to prohibit 
'doctors at Iowa Methodist 
Hospital from removing the 
support system. They are 
asking for custody while 
challenging the con-  
slitotio~fitY of Iowa's new 
law on the lngal definition of 
dea~ 
WIN PARTIALLY 
The Schrters already have 
won a partial victory. Judge 
Richard Stridder issued an 
injunction July 24 preventing 
Matthew from beln~ 
removed from the system 
until legal tangles 
surrounding his custody and 
the law are resolved. 
A hearing on whether to 
remove the support system 
continued today. 
Linds Schrier. ~I, believes 
her son is dead. She contends 
her in-laws want he boy kept 
on the support system so 
murder charges cannot be 
fried against Schrier. 
In an interview with the 
• at Fulton, Ms., a year ago 
because of another sex- 
related incident. She said 
neighbers had complained 
that Schrier had forced her 
sons by a previous marriage, 
then 10 and six, to have sex 
with neiahbering girls, aged 
seven and eight. 
Schrier was released May 
23 and the family returned to 
Des Moines. Mrs. sehrier 
Des Moines Tribune, Mrs. said she filed for divorce on 
Schrier said hal' husband; June 27, the day  before 
wassonttoamontalhcapital M tthew was ,taken to 
hospital in a coma. 
' DES MOINES, Iowa tAP) 
-- Decters ay two-yonr-o]d 
Matthew Schder has been 
dead for a month. If a judge 
agrees, and allows removal 
of life support equipment, 
murder charges may be filed 
against his father. 
Richard Schrier, 24, is ae- 
onsad Of first.dngree sexual 
assault in an allnged attack 
on his son. Last week, 
Sein'ier escaped from (he 
state Mental Health IsatiNte 
h~ Clsrinda where he Was 
mediator would be more 
than a superficial change; in 
practice, it would mean 
s ir~ger and more visible 
U.S. pressure on Israel.. 
U.S. Offielais have been in- 
ercaslngly irritated by 
Israeli Primo Minister 
Meanhem Begin's herd-llna 
attitudes, particularly his 
encouragement of new 
settlements in occupied ter- 
ritories. 
One ominous algn for 
Begin wan the statement of
State Secretory Oyrm Vanes 
that the Sept. s meeting 
would be in the context of 
United Nations Rosolutiou 
which calls .for with- 
drawal of Israeli forces from 
occupied Arab lands. The 
U.S. believes this r~olution 
calls for withdrawal from all 
occupied lands. 
It seems hardly IHkely that 
U.S. troops "would be in. 
eluded in a future Middle 
East peaeakeepin8 force. 
Such a move, coupled with 
polltionliy-anpepular 
ffeasure on Israel, would 
create severe domestic an- 
troversy in the United 
States, damaging Carter's 
alreadyshaky political 
status. 
Even the fact of the Sept. 5 
meeting is potentially 
harmful, since it will raise 
expectations and emotions 
and create the risk of 
disappointment. 
HAD TO ACT 
But the Carter initiative 
nevertheless remaim both 
responsible and n seemry in 
view of the greater dangers 
involved in doing without 
such an initiative. 
. After nine months of no 
result from his dramatic trip 
to Israel, Sadat: is in'  a 
vulnerable position, isolated 
from the rest of the Arab For Death Penalty world andtmderinereasthg Philedelphia Mayor Calls . appr~chPreaours to take a . tm.q~erGreater  plneturgencylS.ra.., added 
• to the situation by  the ap 
PHILADELPHL~ tAP) - -  dozers and a crane levelling Africa--all members take FIREMEN INJURED been cited for violating the proach of the October 
Mayor Frank Rizzo, ras.c~. MOVE's three-s torey  Africa as a surname-- Six other policemen, five eity's health and flre codes, 
angrily after the  city's building alter 12 adulte~ 11 ridiculed as "a legalized flrefightors and two MOVE and rejected court orders to ,.,deadline for renewing the 
conflict with a band of self- children, 22 dogs and an lynching" membera wereinjuredin the vacate the premises where mandate for the observers 
styled anarchists ended in unknown number Of rats "Get that death penalty flvemiante gunfight, garbage and human wastes who are supervising EJ~q3- 
the death of a polleeman i  a were flashed from tbe cellar, hack, and put them in the Afterwards, another "25 onmpestedintbe ack yard. tian-laraeli disengagement 
ganflght, ealisd for return of Inside, police said, they eleetriecheirandl'llpuilthe pooplewerearrestedinrock- MOvEmemberewillnotsaY in the Sinai. The 
and brick-throwing skir- what the letters in their psychological deadlines are also important-- the an- the death penalty and said he 
would pull the switch. 
Rixzo denounced the 
members of MOVE as "an 
uneivlllsed foe that fired the 
first shot" in a clash with 
pol ice sharpshooters  
Tuesday. 
The battle nded with bull. 
found a dozen loaded 
weapons and 1,600 rounds of 
ammunities. 
All the adults, held without 
bail,• were charged with 
murder, attempted murder 
and conspiracy at a heavily- 
guarded hearing that MOVE 
spokesman Delbert 0rr 
switch," said Rizzo, a for- 
met foot patrolman who rose 
to police commissioner 
before becoming mayor in 
1972, 
Pennsylvania h s no death 
penalty, but a bill is l~mding 
in the legislature. 
mlshes with police near the 
MOVE compound, in a 
rundown wast Phihdelphis 
neighborhood, 
MOVE claims to he a beck. 
tonature group with an 
announced goal to overthrow 
the U.S. government. It had 
group's name stand for. 
The shooting erupted after 
police in a predawn raid 
bettered down a wooden 
barricade, punched holes in 
boarded-up windows and 
1 began flooding the 
basement. 
Lambeth Bishops Against Women Priests 
CANTERBURY, England 
(AP) -- Bishops of the 
werldwide An~can Com- 
munion rebuked United 
States Episcopalians and 
three other member chur- 
ches today for ordaining 
women priests and told the 
churches not to act so in- 
dependently in the future. 
The four member chur- 
ches in the U.S., Canada, 
New Zealand and Hong Kong 
have ordained about 150 
women out of a total 43,000 
Anglican clergy since Hong 
Kong ordained the first 
woman priest in 1971. 
The rebuke came in a 
resolution approved at the 
Lambeth Conference of 440 
Anglican bishops. 
The resolution, initiated 
from within the Church of 
England, advised member 
churches not to act on issues 
d concern to the whole 
Angl ican Communion 
without consultation with the 
Lambeth Conference or with 
the primates. The prlmaten 
are the presiding bishops of 
the 25 Anglican provinces. 
The Bishop Of London, 
Gerald Ellison, who offered 
the resolution, said women's 
~rdination "has had a very 
disruptive effect within the 
whole Anl~lican Com- 
mullion.:" 
The Church of England, 
the Anglican mother church, 
and 20 of the other provinces 
have deferred a decision on 
admitting women, to. the 
priesthood. 
Women priests have not 
caused problems in Hong 
Kong, Canada and New 
Zealand, but they have 
deeply troubled some of the 
three million U.S. Episce- 
~ and resulted in a way movement there. 
There are strong movements 
for and against women 
priests in England, and the 
Roman • Cathnlico and 
Eastern Orthodex churches 
have said if Anglicans 
continue to ordain women, 
decades of  talks toward 
eventual Ou.istian union will 
. break down. 
niversary of the October war 
and the November anni. 
versary of Sadat's decision 
to go to Israel. 
Thus, with candor, the 
White House stated that the 
summit meeting was 
arranged "not because the 
~pocte  for pnase.w~ so 
good but because me rm~ 
have in fact risen." 
'U.S. Votes $119 Billion For Defence 
WASHINGTON tRenterJ 
- -  The United States House 
of Representatives Wed- 
uesday passed a record $119- 
billion dofense bill that in- 
niudes funds for enother 
nuclear-powered, aircraft 
carrier which the Carter 
administration does not 
want. 
L~pmtion, creating the 
biggest defence bill in U.S. 
history, provides funds for 
weapons procurement, 
research and development 
and other dofence xpenses 
for the 1979 financial year 
hegien~s oct, L 
The House refused to out 
~.1 billion out of the bill for a 
Nimitz elsos carrier despite 
administration pleas that he 
ship was too costly. 
A conference committee of
the House and the senate al- 
ready has epj)roved funds 
for the nuclear-powered 
carrier in a separate 
author i za t ion  whleh 
establishes spending ceilings 
for the 1979 financial year. 
Three of the U.S. Navy's 
fleet Of 13 carriers are 
nuclear powered. A fourth is 
under construction. 
Backers of the proposal to 
build a fifth vessel argued 
that it was necessary to 
counter 8rowing Russian 
naval otrength. 
Thebill also includes funds 
for further research and 
development' of the B-I 
• bomber, the successor to the 
~ ing B.~s; for three air- me radar pyalem aircraft 
and money fat" research and 
development of a cruise 
missile carrie. 
The bill, which provides 
actual money for the herd- 
ware, 8ives the ad- 
ministration $52 mi l l i on  
more than it requested and 
now 8ses to the Senate. 
Seven Years For Asia'sMost Dangerous Man 
NEW DELHI tAP) - -  The sentence ended a "lnged to have had a hand in acquitted while Sobhra| was" had picked up four of 
Charles SchhraJ, considered courtroom drama which as many as a dozen s i sy~ convicted of robbery leading Sobhraj's followers and 
one Of the Nest dangeroun bngan in July, 1971, withthe in India, Nepal, Iran, to injury, drugging and linked some of them with 
men in Asla, was sentenced completion of police in- Pakistan, Thailand and "culpable homicide not Solomon's death. 
today to seven years herd vestigattonmtotheactivltins Singapore. amounting to murder." There are still five other 
labor for the fatal drugging Of ~obhraJ and his alleged DIES OF DRUGGING SubhraJ was arrested on cases pending against 
of a French tourist in the accompllees. Sobhraj, Marie Andree June 7, 1976, after hotel SobhraJ in India, corm'trig 
Ind~aneapitaltwoyeursago. Asian authorities say Leclerc of Levis, Que., and 
SobhraJ, a 33-year-old 
FrenehVietnamese, who has 
been on a hunger strike since 
July 22 to protest jail con- 
ditions, said he will appeal to 
the Delhi High Court, 
sebhraJ headed a drugging- 
and-murder ring that 
operated in the region for 
several years, preying on 
young tourists, drugging an d 
i'ubbJng them. The ring is al- 
Jean Dhuisme of France 
were charged with robbing 
and drugging Luke Soloman, 
29, who died at a New Dmu 
hospital two days later. 
Leclerc and Dhuisme were 
employees inNew Delhi saw 
allegedly Imnd out what 
he had said were water- 
purification tablets to a 
group of French tourists. 
None of the group died. But 
within days Indian police 
charges ranging from 
robbery to murder. 
"For the lonely one ewn 
noise is a comfort." 
Friedrich Niotzsche 
CANTERBURY, England prisoned. 
(AP) -  The Archbishop Of "I think he inherited a 
Canterbury, Dr. Donald very difficult task," Ceg~n 
Coggan, said.today that, repfled when asked how he 
although the lath'Pops Paul would judge Pope Paul's 
VIwasoldandfrati, hewasa reign. "He followed Pope 
strong man spiritually. John, a man who was out- 
The comment, made for 
Italian television, will be 
heard by an estimated one 
billion viewers and listenem 
around the world when Pope 
Paul's funeral is broadcast 
fresn Rome Saturday. The 
text was released today. 
Ceggan visited Rome last 
year to discuss ways to try to 
bring about evontu~reunion 
between the 64.millton- 
member Anglican church 
and 550 million Roman 
Catholics. 
In his tribute, Co,fan said 
that the Pope was a man 
with a deep concern for the 
niety of the two Churches, 
Third World, the 
deprived "and the IN- 
going, simple, straight- 
forward, perhaps not fully 
realizing whet he was letting 
his great church in for. Pope 
John opened the windows 
and winds blew in. 
Cnggan said Pope Paul's 
15*yenr reign covered years 
of insurrection and mhelHon 
in the Church. 
"You may criticize the 
decisions he made, but he 
made decisions, very strong 
decisions and he kept to 
them. 
"Whatever the world said, 
and other members of his 
chureh said, you didn't 
easily move Pope Paul VI--a 
strong man with strong 
views Of his own." 
ommm OF min i  
IlOTIOE- 
u,U m oo,m. 
Notice is hereby given that a Public 
Hearing will be held on proposed Land Use 
Contract By-law Project No.ADP-02-7825 
The proposed contract is concerned with the 
following area: 
Lot 15, Block 11, D.L. 361, R. 5, C.D., Plan 
3329 
(4722 Lazeile Avenue) 
The general intentof the proposed Land Use 
Contract between the .District of Terrace 
and Michael Andrew Johnson .is to provide 
for construction of a building at 4722 Lazelle 
J~Avehue, .... :i~ "~Ccbrdance; ~Nith' the 
requirements of the development plan of the 
4700 Block (north side) of Lazelle Avenue. 
The proposed Land Use Contract may be 
viewed by any and all persons required 
more specific Information, during regular 
business hours at the Municipal Hall, 3215 
Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. 
The Public Hearing will be held in the 
Municipal Council Chambers on Monday, 
August 14, 1978 at 7:00 p.m. 
Any and all persons having an interest in the 
proposed Land Use Contract By.law Project 
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Job opportunities Liberals ahead 
..Further details on 
following l obs  are to he 
obtainod by calling the 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Emplayment Centre at ,63S. 
~!~. .. 
P lumber -  $12.00 hr. 
. Terrace. Mint be fully 
experienced. Must have own 
tramporteti0n, 
¥11ers - I.W.A. ra te .  
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. General duties in local 
mill. Must have saw fil or 
saw fitter experience. 
Auto Body Repairman* ~.00 
hr. Terrace. Prefer |our- 
neyman. Experience in 
metal and light collision 
repair. 
Walter-Waitress - $5.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must be mature 
and responsible. 
Air Truck Driller - ~.50 hr. 
included R&B. Temporary 
camp job. Terrace. 
English Language - In- 
structor. $9.00  hour.• 
Terrace. Applicants hould 
have both teaching ex- 
porience nnd linguistics. 
Walter.Waitress - $3.00 hour. 
Terrace. Shift work. 
Responsible for billing and 
cash register. 
Computer Operator- $850- 
MMODOE. Terrace. Mnatbe 
able to work Sat. and Sun. 
Some experience r quired.. 
32 IBM. 
Honseparent- Nag. D.O.E. 
Terrace. Pull responsibility 
far a group of 6 teenagers 
(occupancy may vary). 
Welder (~embination 
Union. Terrace. 5 yru ex- 
reariVyenCe. Will be working on 
equipment. 
Inm'uctors - $9.00 hour. 
Terrace. Instructors for 
specific topics in home skills 
(include handyman) Arts & 
'C~'Mts, Academic, 
Veealianal, General interest 
and self help.. 
Cook - ~.00 hr. "Tei'rd~e'.- 
Shift work. Cook pizza's, 
.steaks, etc. 
Executive Secretary - $1 ,000  
month, Terrace. Typing 60 
the' Cook. ~.00 hour. Terra~. 
Cooking and some clean-up. 
Shift work. 
'Baker - $7.00 per hour to 
start. Terrace. Permanent 
full time. Must have ex- 
-erience. 
Housekeeper - ~3 .50  hr. 
Terrace. Housecleaning 
duties. Prepare supper. 
Pizza Cook - ~.75 hr. 
• Terrace. Mint have some 
work experience, r Prepare 
pizzas, pasta, baked 
spareribs. Uniforms sup- 
plied. 
Waiter-Waitress - $3.50 hr. 
Terrace. Min. 19 years. 
Able to handle cash. Ex- 
perience not essential. 
Journal CKLERK Cashier - 
675 m 
, Negotiable. Terrace. Must 
have 4O-45 typing, prefer 
financial background. 
Computer Opera.tpi- - ~ .  
$1200 too. DOE. " Terrace. 
Permanent iuiltime. Must 
be experienced on IBM 
System 32 - Mint be IBM 
trained. Operate 3741 
Keypunch. 
'Gdvertlaing Salesperson 
Negotiable. Terrace. Must 
be fully experienced. Must 
have own transportation. 
Mint be able to work in- 
dependontly. 
Housekeeper  - $4 .00 hr .  
Terrace . .  Must have 2' 
references includes general 
housekeeping duties. 
Housekeeper - $5.50 hour. 
General cleaning duties. 
Permanent position. 
Terrace. 
Automotive Instructor - Neg. 
Terrace. Must be B.C. 
Certified. 
Teacher of Hearing - Im-  
pa i red .  Neg. Terrace. Must 
beB.C. Certified. 
Head Cook - $ I , I00  - $1,300 
per month. Terrace. Must 
be experienced. Days and 
hours vary. 
in pop. poll 
~G' TORONTO (CP) - -  A undecided voters now stands 
allup poll r.cicased today 
shows a continued decline in 
the popularity of the federal 
Progressive Conservative 
party and an increase in the 
popularity of the New 
Demooratie Party. 
The poll, taken in the 
second week of July by the 
Canadian Institute of Public 
Opinion and prior to Prime 
Minister Trudean's par- 
ticipation at the economic 
summit in Bonn, shows the 
Conservatives with 34 per 
cent of the decided vote, 
compared with 37 per cent 
the previous month. 
The Liberals had 42 per 
cent of the decided vote, 
down one percentage point 
from the poll taken in early 
June. The NDP, rising three 
percentage points, had 10 per 
cent and others had the 
remaining five per cent of 
the decided vote. 
. The poll taken in July 
shows the  Conservatives 
have slipped seven per- 
centage points since• April 
when they and the Liberals 
each had 41 per cent of the 
decided vote. 
The poll shows the level of 
at 31 per cent. The level in 
June was 32 per cent and in 
May was 27 .per cont. 
The poll shows NDP gains 
in all parts of the country. 
In the province of Quebec, 
Liberals hold a strong lead, 
well above the majority ob- 
tained in the 1974 general 
election, the poll shows. 
Liberals, however, dropped 
below the 1974 share in 
Ontario, with the NDP and 
Conservatives ,hewing 
marginal gains. 
In the West, the Liberals 
and Conservatives are 
slightly below the 1974 
results, while the NDP is up 
slightly. 
The results of the poll were 
based on personal, in*home 
'interviews with 1,022 eligible 
voters 18 years of age and 
.over. A sample this size is 
accurate within a margin of" 
four pereenlage points 19in 
20 times. 
A July, 1977, a Galiup poll 
showed the Liberals with 51 
per cent of the decided vo~e, 
the Conservatives with Z7 
per cent and the NDP with 18 
• per cent. 
Lottery war 
cost millions 
poets to introduce in 
November. 
Government-run lotteries 
in Canada re a $1-billlon.a. 
year business, with Loto 
Canada, successor to the 
Olympic Lottery, accounting 
for about 30 per cent. 
Severa l  p rov inc ia l  
premiers, including On- 
tario's William Davis, have 
attacked Loto Canada s an 
intrusion into a provincial 
revenue field. Nine of the 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  The 
war of the lotteries between 
Ottawa and the provinces is 
beating up with ,both sides 
plowing millions of dollars 
into computer equipment for 
operation of lotteries in 
which ticket buyers choose 
their own numbers. 
Loto.Quebec said Tuesday 
it has awarded an $18.6- 
million contraet for new 
equipment for the "6-38" 
lottery it introduced in 1972. 
provinces have asked Ot- 
tawa to disband its lottery by 
the end of 1979, when the 
legislation ereating it ex- 
pires. 
SO far the other provinces 
have not reacted as strongly 
as British Columbia, which 
• has,asked its lottery agents ~
not ~o~"deH Lots Canada 
tickets. 
But tufa,lie says Loto- 
Quebec is ready to fight. 
"We, never wanted to 
consider them (Loto 
Canada) as competitors," he
said. "But we're going to 
change our prnduets and, if 
need be, fight tooth and nail 
with advertising." 
The Quebec cabinet has 
given Loto-Quebec per- 
mission to negotiate with 
• Ontario and the western 
provinces to join their in- 
terprovineial lottery, called 
The Provincial, with $5 
tickets and St-million first 
prizes. 
H Quebec joins, it would 
drop its Super-Loto, which 
also has $5 tickets but fewer 
grand prizes, Lafaillo said. 
He added that Loto-Quebec 
also is talking with the 
Ontario Lottery Corp. about 
having it join the 6-36 lottery 
rather than set up a separate 
lottery. 
ongineering practice. 
Clerk Typtst n l  . ,985 .  
Terrace. To process civil & 
criminal documents, answer 
enquiries etc. 
. .  ha .  
Location flexible. 
Must have good typing skills. 
Hours vary. 
Cook's Helper - DOe. 
Terrace. Assistant cook. 
General duties. This could 
work Into a cook position. 
Clerk Typist - 4.00 hr. 
Terrace. No experience 
required, but must bo ac- 
curate typist & able to deal 
with public. 
F i~ i  Aid Attsndsnt-8.~S Hr. 
Terrace. B ticket or better. 
Camp job, Free B i R. 
Cock. 4.00 Hr. Terrace. 8hilt 
work. Experienced in 
complete meals & short 
as'tier & banquets. 
First Aid Atlandent - 1,170 
per month plus. B ticket 
preferred. Camp Job. R&B 
available. 
Typist- ;4.50 -5.00 - hr. DOE. 
Failer High Rigger - Neg. Two weeks ago the Ontario 
Terrace. Temporary. To top Lottery Corp. said it was 
some jack pino at a private paying $21 million for 
equipment for a similar 
residence, lottery. The two provincial 
wlPm, filing, transcribing, Cook- 3.00 hr. Terrace. Shift lotteries held joint tenders 
shorthand 'month end work, no experience and insisted on high local 
repom,  exp with pobllc. . • . . necesoary., ., . . . . . . . . . . . .  /, industrial;~ontent.:!: 
Draft,person :, -.~ iDOE. ' . ,  . . . . . . . .  ;: -.. . . . .  :+~,; .' ~.:,~ ::,.~ 'But'.LVW~ Canada;-. qn:'.its.: 
Y~rrace. Must have some . Cook's Helper - 3.85 .,hr~ ~! n~htd l~ktbt / t f lbp iov ln~in l '  
foeXperiance ass  draft,person Terrace. Shift work, ex- rivals, already had awarded 
r a legal survey and par'once preferred, a ~ million contract o a 
Illegal lemonade 
stand closed 
VANC()UVER (CP) - -  A for two months in most of 
"Registered Nurse  - $1124 U.S. firm without calling 
tenders, in apparent 
month. Terrace. Care of disregard of Ottawa's own 
'lmtientoin ICU maintenance advice to "buy Canadian." 
of equipmnat. Responsible Soon there will be two sets 
ito head nurse. Shift work 8 of eompeter terminals to 
percent VP. Room and register tickets where one 
provided at coot. set of terminals might have 
, sufficed.. 
Teletype Operator - M~06 Loto-Quebec president 
month. Terrace. Must have JeanMare Lafailie says he 
grade 12 and 50 wpm typing, expects ticket sales in the 6- 
36 lottery to top $70 million 
this year. Buyers of 6-38 
Read Cook - $5.00 per hour. tickets pick any six numbers 
Terrace. Permanent full from one to 36, and win 
time. Mint be fully el- prizes ff they guess at least 
perienced and familiar with fouroftbenambers piekedin 
food costing, staff super- the weekly draw. 
vision. References.required. GAMES SIMILAR 
The 6-36 is only one of five 
Graphic Artist - 650.00 - lotteries oporated by Loto- 
month DOE. Terrace. Quebec, which anticipates 
Graphics (Lectro-set).  total ticket soles this year of 
Commercial ay-out, Car- $220 million. But now Loto 
tonning lay-out etc. Prefer Canada is edging in with a 
experience but will train, similar game which it ,ex- 
Waitress - 4.58 Hr. Terrace. 
Shifts. Mint be 19. Must be 
experienced. 
Child Care Worker - 5.00 Hr. 
Terrace. Experience and-or 
early childhood education 
training preferred. 
Ter race .  Temporary  
Itien. Some bookkeeping 
as, le. accounts payable. 
Car Hop - Min. Wage. 
Ter race .  Exper ience  
preferred. Days to be 
arranged. 
SHEET METAL WORKER- 
Union Terrace. Must be 
journeyman or equivalent 
experience. 
HEAD LIFE GUARD - 6.25 
hour. Stewart. Must have 
bronze medal, must have 
national l i fe saving award or 
equivalent. 
LABOURER (MECHANICS 
HELPER) - 4-6 hr. D.O.E ,  
Terrace. Must have basic 
tools, must have mechanical 
experience. 
KITCHEN HELPER - ~3.20- 
4.25 D.O.E. Terrace. Ex- 
peflence preferred. Assist in 
preparation of food. 
Vooational imtruelor - 1,727 
. g,gsg mo. To instruct 
students all theory & repair 
of diesel engines 5 moo,ha 
appointment. Terrace. 
Fruit & Vegetable Salesman 
- 10 percent commission. 
Terrace. Required to dr,re 
me ten truck, must be 
bendable, & do own 
be~keepi~. 
"lemonade" stand for adults 
LOG TRUCK DRIVER - tn Va l~ver ' s  push Point 
Union. Terrace. Must have Grey area has closed 
class 1 air ticket. Must have operations a step ahead of 
p rev ious  exper ience  the law., 
Temporary. For three days, Chris 
Watts, 21, and John Home, 
TYPING INSTRUCTOR - 20, sat in front of a $150,000 
$9.00 hr. Terrace. Mint  he white stucco home hawking 
fully able to teach typing at beer at $2 a can. 
level of basic typing, in- Set up on the boulevard, 
termed, ate or advance, they sat on Chippendale 
chairs, using a Chippendale 
CLERICAL INSTRUCTOR - end table as a cash drawer. 
$9.00 hr. Terrace. To teach a Otherwise, it was a homey 
clerical "refrecher" course, enterprise with the hand- 
Mint have thorough letter sign leaning age,rot a
knowledge of clerical field, fire hydrant proclaiming 
"cold beer for sale" and a 
Case Aid Worker - 138 wk. styrofoam ice chest for tho 
Terrace. Counsellor - home merchandise. 
visits & individual & family "Yes, we know it's 
problems, illegal~" Watts aid Tuesday. 
"We get a little nervous 
J -~ ,~ V~ . whenever a big black car 
V~\.~'~ ~ll~//.t One black and white car 
with red lights on top drove 
~')/ ~ ,  ~f~'~b-.~_~'_..1 by the stand, be said. 
- "The policeman called out 
'go to it lads, we haven't had 
any complaints,'" Watts 
recalled. 
House said they drove to 
Blaine, Wash., just south of 
Most baby birds have a hard Vancouver last week and 
little knob at the end of their bought 20 cases of American 
beaks called an egg tooth, beer, their entitlement under 
according to The World Booh modified Canada Customs 
Encyclopedia. They use the regulations during the 
knob to crack the shell of the brewery labor dispute that 
egg so they can wriggle out. has left beer in short supply 
British Columbia. 
REACTION VARIED 
Watts and House have 
~en getting varied reaction 
since they opened the beer 
stand Sunday morning. 
"We got a lot of dirty looks 
from people driving home 
from church," said Home. 
"Some people said we 
were crazy and others aid it 
was a great idea. 
"One guy asked if we had 
any European beer as if we 
were running a bar." 
Two old women who 
stopped at the stand weren't 
thirsting for beer. 
"They wanted to buy the 
Chippendale," said Watts.. 
Manshot 
in disco 
TORONTO (CPI - -  A man 
was shot and killed by a 
policeman in a downtown 
discotheque early today, the 
second person to be fatally 
shet by police this week. 
Andrew Wesley Evam, 24, 
of Toronto was shot by a 
policeman who had 
responded tea call from the 
discotheque about a man 
with a knife, said a police 
spokesman. 
Meet the 
"Recycler of Unwants" 
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THE OLASSIFIEP OOLUMNS OF THE 
TERllAOE/KITIMAT DAILY HERALD 
There is no reason to keep things you don't need or 
enjoy anymore just because they're valuable. There are 
customers willing to pay good money for things you've 
tired of. 
Contact the eeRecycler of Unwants, the classified de- 
partment of the Daily Herald. You will be pleased 
with the fast, speedy results. As fast as a phone call, 
results happenX 
READ FOR PROFIT • USE FOR RESULTS 
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EDITORIAL " "There's 6ood News Tonight!" 
the tmderprivileg~ in Editors are often still reporters at heart, and the owner of the car returning with a mechanic, had been staking out the park after a series of special fund to aid 
scan the news from force of habit, all their lives. The vandaln were forced, by the owner: to push attacks and indecent assaults upon young Canada, as a result. 
Here are some of the types of news stories I the car ten miles to the nearest garage where women. Details of the punishment inflicted upon One hundred thousand unemployed have been 
~vouldlove to have covered, during my reporting they were made to work upon half a dozen other the man, who had a long history of similar offered special employment by the Federal 
days, and still live in hopes of reading off the cars that had been similarly vandalized, and assaults, are too gruesome to relate.. However, Government to work on Project C - to find a cure 
news wires: which they had been suspected of damaging on one that can be mentioned was stripping me for cancer within five years. The project is being 
Jane Doe, aged ninety-three, was walking previous occasions, attacker an'd forcing him to march througha bed " matched by a similar plan, employing one 
down the stairs of her apartment house when she When eight year old Johnnie Doe was being of poison ivy. He is said to be recovering, in a million unemployed in the U.S.A. andone .million 
each from the USSR nndchina. AIreacw 
was set upon by a 17 year old youth, who grabbed beaten by his father, who had a history of child satisfactory but painful condition, in the general breakthrough is rumoured, and a priority list of 
her purse. The purse was equipped with an abuse, he reachedin his pocket and pulled out his hospital, other leading fatal diseases is being prepared m 
automatic purse-snatchiug alarm that gave the cub-Scout whistle which he blew three times. Sixteen quarts of cherries that were on a be tackled immediately cancer has been beaten. 
thief a paralyzing shock, knocking him sen- Immediately fifty Cub Scouts converged upon shopping cart with a "Not For Sale" sign, at a The total cost is said to be less than one quarter 
seless, before setting off the alarm which the scene, overcame the boy's cruel father anu local supermarket disappeared before closing of the world's national defence budget. . 
brought police quickly upon the scene. En rou~ marched him off into th~ woods, where they time during the first day. The cherries had been - A federal hotline has been established whereny 
to the police station the would-be mugger and taught him a lesson he will never .f~g.et. heavily treated with a harmless but irritating any person can dial a national ombudsman for 
purse snatcher escaped from the police car. Thieves who stele a new 'IT set ~rom an laxative to discourage would be pilferers from free help, at any time of the day orni[ght..Help is 
However, he was soon apprehended by haif_a electrical appliance storewere surprL~ed when helping themselves to fruit without paying for it, available where there is suspected lnjusuce, 
dozen little old ladles he had previously police caught them with i t . in  a a.ownmwn in the supermarket. , medical, financial, or other special emergencies. 
assaulted, whowere following him to the station, warehouse which was pacxect wire omer 
tolaycharges:Thelittleoldladies, who had been . equipment hey had stolen over the past six TheRo'yalCunadinnLegi0nhastnkenoverthe No one who calls is ever turned away. - 
practicing karate since they hadbeen attacked, months. The TV set had been equipped with an, PostalServieefora one year's trial poried, after neWwsel~emth~i~o~n~Y~eP~tortinl~t, oft~ehot~fu~ 
soundly trounced the criminal, who had to ,be electronic signal that began transmiK~ ~e repeated efforts to end apostal strike failed, last 
month. Marl service immediately speeded up, will be able to read in the news, somedaY. . 
rescued hy police before he was permanenuy moment it had been picked up off its pedestal m~ and now same day delivery service is cerumen I will be 0nly too happy to write up any sucb 
incapacitated, the store. 
Four vandals discovered in the act of stripping A would be attacker of a school teacher taking, acress Canada. Postal rates have been lowered, news items any of our readers send in, that they 
the tires from a car that had been left by the side a shortcut hrough the city park was set upon 5~" and it is anticipated a hundred million dollars a would also like to see appear in print. 
-of the road when it broke down, were caught by the members of a Women's .Rights group who year in excess profits will be turned over to a What's your favourite? 
OTTAWA OFFBEAT 
• By Rioharc  Jackson 
Ottawa, - Are you ready for this? 
Another study, a task force, a special research 
team doing some deep . probing? 
No, not into the economy, nor even the state of 
national unity. 
But get this, into the psyche of the public 
service. 
And while your friendly neighborhood public 
servant feels "absolutely suffocated by 
security," as the task force found - job and in- 
come. security, that is - this comfort'rag/safety 
from the cold winds of uncertainty that blow in 
the "outside world," gives him a feeling of 
unease. 
He worries about his standing in the com- 
munity. 
Has he respect, does he enjoy status? 
Unhappily he frets that perhaps he lacks both. 
He feels "unappreciated." 
And he worries that some of the neighborhood 
taxpayers, while envying him his "suffocating 
security," tend to resent him as an unnecessary 
and ,,.,~interfering burden to be borne, anu may go 
so f~as  to despise "4]]Lm as.a drag on their per- 
Was the time, the task force found, that to be a 
public servant was to occupy a proud place in 
society. 
Perhaps that may have been back in the years 
of Prime Minister Mackenzie King and his 
cabinet wonder-worker, C.D. Howe, the 
"Minister of Everything." 
Those were happy publie service days when 
the captains of industry and masters of men and 
the money markets were proud to work for 
"C.D." for a then very honorable 
"dollar a year." ' : ' 
Not just in the war years, but in y~'r~ ¢~f post- 
war reconstruction, when Howe's "dollar a 
year" army slowly demobilized and went back 
out into the business and industrial world to take 
charge again, applying the lessons they had 
learned in Ottawa of the way the gears of the 
private and public sectors of enterprise can be 
coordinated for mutual profitability. 
Since then a whole new generation of "Fifty 
Thousand Dollar a Year Men" has taken over. 
They never worked in the' 'outside world," and 
are as far removed from Howe's men as a dollar 
is from fifty thousand. 
They are the new generation of the Big 
Bureaucrats who are committed to the 
Woposition that the federal government can best 
manage and manipulate the economy, ana 
regard the managers of private enterprise as 
rivals ff not, indeed, as trespassers to be 
regulated into line. 
They are the new generation, too, of the public 
,service unions which encourage collective 
bargaining right up into senior leveis of 
management and allow militant extremists to 
shut down essential service. 
This change from the "dollar a year" to the 
"fifty thousand ollar a year" measure of public 
service has created all manner of friction and 
hostility between the public and private sectors. 
But you know what the Task Force found most 
worried today's public servant? 
What causes him to fret about his lack of status 
and appreciation by the community? 
Makes him suspect that he may even be not 
simply disliked, but ridiculed? 
Those public service jokes. 
They're relatives of the "Newfie Joke." 
And while the "Newfies" always seemed to 
take the Joshing in good spirits and even join in 
the funning, the public servant resents it. 
Public service jokes? 
You know, why is there a white line drawn 
,, down the centre of the corridors in all Big 
Government Builcliugs? 
To keep the late-arrivers from bumping into 
the early leavers, of course. 
And why does a public servant never look out 
the window in the morning? Because he has to 
leave something to do in the afternoon. 
Stuff like that. 
And, ff you've been listening, "there's a 
million of them." 
• - q"  , i . z  t ~ . " • 
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"Of course we'll let you pay the repair bill in monthly payments - -  
after all, you re still young. 
Eleotion Won't Be Easy To Win 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Gallup minist~ in the Dielenbaker NO SUPPORT He speculated that an 
pall results released today government, said the figures . After canvassing the views election will be called for 
show that both the Liberals strengthen his belief that e|atleaotl,500househeldsin" Oct. 16, when eight 
and Progressive Con. Trudeau will call a fall 
servatives would have to election. PREDICTS WIN 
workhardtowindeclaively a "I believe we can win an 
fall electim, dflcinis of both election but we have a lot of 
parties said. work to do." 
The only politicians That work would begin this 
cheering the poll were from weekend when Conservative 
the New Democratic Party. Leader Joe Clark meets all 
It received 19 per cent ~ the Conservative MPs and 
decided vote, a three- election candidates in Ot- 
percentsgo-pelnt increase tawa for a onoday con- 
from the previous poll. ference. 
Results of the public- A spokesman for NDP 
opinion poll taken in July Leader Ed Brnadbent said: 
snow that amcog decided "We're obviously en- 
voters, Liberal support eonraged with the results." 
dropped to 42 per cent from The increased support for 
42 per cent in June. The the NDP shows that issues 
Conservatives dropped three stressed by the party, such 
points to M per cent and the as economic problems, are 
tmdecided vote declined one bothering the public, 
paint to 31. Five per cant of Broadhent's aide said. 
the dooided vote favored Gray agreed that the 
such marginal parties u the NDP's. gain resulted from 
Social Credit, the party's constant 
HerbGray, Liberal MP for criticism of the government 
Windsor West and former for its handling of unem. 
consumer and corporate ployment, inflation and the 
affairs minister, said the weak dollar on international 
elght.porcentage-peint pp  money markets, 
between Ms party and the. The Liberals hope to show 
Conservatives is healthy but greater leadership in 
net encouraging, boosting the economy 
TheLiberaisaredewnoue through measures to be 
percentage point and would announced this month. 
prefer to go into an election Trudeau met with his 
on an upward trend, he said. cabinet today to formulate a 
Prime Minister Trudcau package to he presented to 
has said he has no im~ the public, 
mediate plans to call an 
election. However, Gray said Gray said he believed 
he ~veuld not he surprised if these new measures would 
Trudeau announces an not only maintain the ~ 
elceUon date about Labor between the Liberals 
Conservatives but possibly 
~t~t ~s.. p~rty in an upward 
Day for a late October or 
early November vote. 
George Hees, Con- 
servative MP for Prince Hces isaid he could see no 
Edward.HMtlngs and for- rceaogfo~, the gain in NDP 
mer industry and commerce fortunes. 
-~ = "-. - -  ~,AI' J  ~-- ~ " =-I 
The first baby show, on Oct. 14, 1854, included 127 
exhibits, including a child of 5 months who weighed 27 
pounds. 
his southern Ontario riding, 
.Heea said no one had in. 
dieatod that the NDP was 
becoming more attractive to 
the public. 
~ electtons m scheduled to held. The byelectione can 
he cancelled only ff an 
election date is announced 
before Oct. 16. 
mira  
High Praise From 
Oentennial Lions 
Editor, 
Terrace Herald .. 
Terrace B.C. 
Mr. Senior: 
There was a broad smile on many faces to read 
your editorial of Aug. 8th 1978 - describing some 
of the challenges of organizing a Parade on short 
notice. 
The Lions in the area, well know - the ex- 
~rtence - and our hats are off to the "Herald" 
Rs__publisher, Laurie Mallett and your excellent 
st~ff- 
To'organize a p.~ade in two weeks is indeed a 
monumental task, and it should be pointed out; 
"The Herald" accepted this task after the 
Parade organization was turned down by roDS it 
service clubs in Terrace as: "Impossible". 
Riverboat Days 19~d is already his~ry, and it 
was a success - a roaring success, with close to 
$10,000 raised for local charities. Early Police 
report are complimentary, and the ~ to. 700 
man-hours for the production is drawing to a 
dose. 
The Centennial Lions wish to thank the other 
Lions dubs, and service & community service 
organizations ..tim t participated. Also Thanks to 
our sister town. Kitlmat and Prince Rupert for, 
their supp~t. 
To the many patrons and participants, 
"Thank-you" for making Charity Fund-raisiug; 
Charity Fun' Raising. 
And of course a special thanks to the Herald 
and it's staff- truly community citizens, to me 
full extent of the word. 
With best regards 
Frank Donahue 
President - Centennial Lions 
Think,, l 
byJim Smith 
A Glimmer of Hope 
Somewhere in Ottawa, a 
small group of civil servants 
fear for their jobs. They age 
clever people, perceptive peo- 
ple.well aware of the realities 
of Canadian life. But, collec- 
tively, they slipped up and 
violated one of the most 
stringent roles of the bureau- 
cratic code of conduct. 
Specifically, the bureau- 
crats did something right. 
They put together a govern- 
ment program that, while 
modest, may help Canada 
pass smoothly out of the ere 
of cheap petroleum. 
The program was renoun- 
ced recently by federal Ener- 
gy Minister Alastair Gillespie 
and commits Ottawa to sup- 
port of  the infant:Cenidisn 
~so~au ~er f f jnd~trY .  ~Ot- 
tawa has promised to spend 
SI2S million installing solar 
space and water heating 
equipment in government 
buildings. There will be 25 
SI0,000 grants for research 
and $3S0,000 in prize money 
for contests to encourage de- 
velopment of more efficient 
solar systems. S114 million 
will go into joint projects 
with the provinces and pri. 
vate industry. And there is 
more than SI00 million for 
research into energy possibi- 
lities of the forestry industry 
- such as space.age wood- 
burning systems, a natural 
technolo W for Canada. 
All told, that amounts to 
a little less than S400 million, 
which is still small change in 
the energy business. The sig- 
nificance of the program far- 
outweighs the dollar value, 
P 
however. 
Up until recently, govern. 
ment energy pundits thought 
only in terms of heavy oil 
(tar sands) and nuclear ener- 
gy. To some extent, that is 
still true. But Gillespie's an- 
nonncement at least indi -~ [ 
cates that government isnow I aware that there are alterna- 
tives. 
The importance of the 
alternatives to heavy oil and 
nuclear cannot be overem- 
phasized, if  we, as a nation, 
choose to concentrate on 
these two capital-intensive 
forms of energy, we wiU 
quickly mn out of capital to 
invest in other areas of the 
economy such as building 
new industries. Solar power 
- and other types of renew- 
able energy - on the other 
hand, relies more on labour 
(for installation and manu- 
facturing) and less on capital 
investment, so it could solve 
some of our labour problems 
without draining our capital 
resources. And the possibili- 
ties for new small businesses 
are endless; re~l~hergy  
would eliminate much of our 
dependence on a handful of 
mammoth energy corpora- 
tions. • 
Gillespie;s proip'am does 
not cover all the bases;wind 
power, for example, has pre- 
mise. But it's a major start 
inasmuch as it will provide 
funding and a market for the 
first generation of the new 
technology. Mass markets 
won't spring up until this 
first generation Of techno- 
logy has been perfected,lend- 
ing to lower costs. 
Under Ottawa's plan, that 
technology will be dev,elol/ed. 
There is more for experimen- 
tation' and the promise of a 
guaranteed government mar- 
ket for manufacturers of the 
new equipment. There is also 
moral support from Ottawa. 
All that's really missing at 
this stage is a set of tax incen- 
tives for developers and indi- 
viduals who install renewable 
energy systems in their build- 
ings.Given proper tax breaks, 
we can expect rapid advances 
in this vital industry. 
;'Think small" is an ~itorial 
message from the Canadian 
Federation of independent 
Business ; 
I~-_ ~ % -- ~ "J -~'~,_.1L~'~; - /1  .~ 4' .~  
i ~ ,~  __~-  :,_~x2J ~. . . . . . . . . .  - - - -~  ~_l 
In old Siam it was considered bad luck if the king could 
not stand on one foot during a specialthme-hour cersmonv, 
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S SPORT ' Graham Smith of Edmonton swimming program. became the first person to The 20.ycar-eld University win six gold medals in a d California student had 
• j single Commonwealth earlier added the 100.metre 
Games when he helped the breastotrcke tohis golds in 
Canadian team to viotory the~00 breaststroke, the ~00 
l ~ . . . .  Wednesday night in the and 400 individual medleys 
4xl00-metre medley, the and the 4xl00 freestyle relay. 
. The medley team of Jay 
.,, ; Ta~ el Winnipeg, swim- 
All Seasons win Passed ball gives m ': ~nnmpeen of Toronto in the • ' . but te~ and Bill Sawchuk of 
:i~ Thunder Bay, Ont., in the 
ByJimMerHs _ player scored from third'Seasons catcher elected to the Wth to tie the game. Thev~aningplteherforA]l freestyle gave Canada Its 
"Tei'ruee Shell-All Seascm making it a 3-2 game. throw to second base giving The sixth inning went Seasons was Bee l)uguay, 15th gold medal in swim- 
uceredamnenapassedbal l  Mike Ford got things Ford a chance to come scoreless. It was in the Garry Rix plcked up the less mi~t farexctededthepre .  
in the bottom et the seventh rolling again for Williams home. bottom of the seventh Dave for Williams. The two teams vious high of nine won by 
inning to defeat Williams with a triple then went home All Season scored in the Dennla hit safely, wasmoved meet again tonight at Cansda in the1374 Games in 
Movin85-4infestballantion onapinysimiinrtotbannein botton of the fourth inning to necond on a bunt thon stole Riverside. 
Tuesday night at Riverside . . . . . . .  Christchurch, N.Z., and for 
Park. 'the first time ~ gave the 
Canadian team the swim 
flue over Australia, which 
In  a way It was fitting the wnn 10 golds. 
by Dave Ca-da had laga- .  
Dennis, was on a passed ball final night of swimming ex- 
beeause the game featured pacilng no more than one 
numerous throwing and victm.yinthelantfoureventa 
fieldin~ errors commited by but ended up with three. 
both teams. Robin Corsl~la of 
Bescnnsfield, qus., pulled a 
Dave Hamilton started surprise in the women's 100 
thfupeffforWllllamswitha breaststroke, winning in 
bunt which got him to first 1:13.56 to edge favored 
haseandanoverthrewwhich Margaret Kelly of England 
moved him to secmd. He with Marian Stuart of 
stole third and scored ou a Mentrasl third. 
passed ball. Then Cheryl Gibson of Ed- 
"' monies, who had won only a 
• In their half of the first sinsle bronze, took the 200 
lnnin& AllSeasom scored on backstroke in a Games- 
a hit and passed ball~ record 2:16.57, beating 
the score to I-I after another favorite, Lisa Marie 
a full Inning of play.. Furrest of Australia. 
Not only did Canada 
In the second inning more swimming golds than 
Williams pitcher Garry Rlx the Ausslen, the perennial 
was walked and then hit Games champions, it had a 
home by Randy Rlggs to give greater medal total--31 to 30. 
them a 2-1 lead. 
WICKtlAM WINS 
In the third inning Phil The one gold taken by Aue- 
Webb of Williams was tralia in the evening was by 
walked then stole second and Traeey Wickham of 
third base. He scored on a Australia who set a Com- 
passed ball bringing the monwealth and Games 
score to 3.1 in faver of record ef 4:08.45 in the 
Williams. women's 400-metre 
freestyle. Wle.kham, who 
All Seasons narrowed the 
gap when, with a runner on Mike Ford of Williams Moving slides into third base Terrace Shell-All Seasons. Third base coach George worldhad e rlierrecordbrokenln th her owns00, 
third base, Williams catcher after hitting a triple in Tuesday night's 5-4 loss to Blakey (15) gives the stay sign. Photo by Jim Morris improved on the recognized 
Ken Isaac threw to second worldrocord~4:ee.91 setby 
base trying to put out the Petra Thumer of East Ger. 
ru.nn.er. The All Seas°n Hamilt on pl ays give-away" fo o tball mmy in1977. But she mlased 
S ub Winmpe  llects CFL . . . . . .  Montreal 
tourney . ,~ , . ,o .  (CP) - -  other Bomber touchdowns. DefenSively, Hamilton drive that originated oll 
Hamilton decided to play Bernie Ruoff chipped in wlth looked very weak, especially Wlnnlpeg's 26.yard line. 
giveaway football and a single with off a wide field the front four which was 
n e w s  . Wlnalpeg's Ralph Brock got goal and converted all four dominated the entire game The Tleato showed their 
his team's offence into high touchdowns, by Winnipeg's offensive line. generousity the first time CAf~GARY (CP) -- 
Ken Grange, scrub gear as the Bombers cored Rocky DiPietro scored the On the other hand, Win- they handled the bali When Montreal Alouettes con- 
leasgue coordinator, says an easy 29-7 victory over the lone touchdown for nipeg looked extremely Vince Allen, replacing verted two fumble 
the entries for this years ~oate on Wednesday In 'a Hamilton. The Ticats dngged confident. Brock was very Edwards, fumbled Ruoff's recoveries into touchdowns 
scrub league tournanmt are Canadian Football League themselves into a deep hole crisp on his passing and opening punt, which was "to defeat Calgary Stem- 
all in. contest, from which they never Washington was running recovered by Vines Phases peders 28-14 in a Canadian 
Atotolof36tenmshave ' In the opening half, escaped in the first half and with his usual authority, on the Hamilton nine.yard FoothallLeagueinterlocking 
entered this years wrapup Winnpteg used three key were forced to play catchup Neither Jimmy Jones or line. game before a capacity 
affair. 30 of the.teams are turnovers to score 21 points football the entire game. Tom Shuman could move After Brock tossed to Gord crowd of 26,888 Wednesday 
mixedand the remaining six to take a commanding lead. With an injured Jimmy Hamilton's offence with any Paterson for eight yards, night. 
are meua teams, The total Hamilton, playing Its Edwards on the sidelines, consistence, xcept for one Washington swept wide to The win put the Alouettes 
number of poeople par. worst game of the year, Hamilton's offence showed Hamilton march in the the left for the opening into athree-way tie for first 
tieiputing will be 611 uc- could generate little offence little pep, even against he second quarter, touchdown, place in the Eastern Con- 
cording to Grange. end were porous on dafence, defense such as Win- The lone touchdown in the A beautifully-timed inter- ference with Ottawa Rough 
He adds about he middle The loss left Hamilton in nlpeg's--one that is not second half occurred on a 19- ception by wi/mipng Reggle Riders and Toronto 
of next week the' first round the cellar in the EFC with considered to ~ one of the yard pass from Brock to Pierson led to the second Argonauts. Toronto and 
draw will be announced, one victory and a tie against toughest in the league. Poplawski that capped a major. Montreal have.identical 3-2 
Grange also asks the three lesses, records while Ottawa's 
teams to hand their $30 For Winnipeg, the win ' record is 3-1. 
entrance fee for the tour- evened its record at 2-2. The loss drops the Stampe- 
ders into fourth place in the 
nament into him at Finnin8 Wianipeg wos led by two Indians trim Red Sex Tractor as soon as passible, touchdowns from running Western Conference with a 
Informatian about he back Jim Washington i  the record of 1-2-1. Winnipeg 
second round draw and the opening quarter. Brock and Blue Bombers, who will play 
ueisl will he forthcoming. Joe Poplawski added the host to Calgary next Wed.. 
By The Associated Press inning grand slam, lifted post a 6-5 vietory ever the Gi- nesday, is third with a 2-2 Child Minding C e n t r e  Andre Thorntonhita solo VetroitTigers tea  5-2 vie- ants. record. m home run and Tom Veryzer tory over Texas Rangers. . Richie Hebner twice 
and Gary Alexander had two ' Dan Meyer hit a three-run delivered RBI singles to lead LEAVE FOR TOURNEY 
hits each as Cleveland In- home run in Seattle's four- Philadelphia Phillies to a 6-3 DAYTON, Ohio (ALP) - -  
t h a n k s  bike-a-then dianstrimmed Boston Red ran first inning and Glenn victory over St. Louis TheU.S. nationalvelleyball 
Sex 5-1 Wednesday night. Abbott and Jim Todd Cardinals behind Jim Kant. team left Dayton on Wed- 
Thornton's 22nd homer of combined on a six.hitter as John Stearns broke a 3-3 nesday for the Soviet Union sponsors the year, an eighth.inning the Mariners defeated tie witha two.runhomer in to play in the Savinne 
blast into the left-field net at Minnesota Twins 4-1, the seventh inning and Willie Tournament in Kharkov, 
We at the Terrace Child- New Quadra Travel Fenway Park, came off Bill Rico Carty collected three Montanez smacked a three- Ukraine. The team's first 
Minding Center send sincere Post Office Lee, 10-8. Lee had given up doubles, the first of which run homer'in a five-run New match will he against Cuba 
thanks to all the sponsors Safeway just five hits before Thorn- opened a six-run Toronto York eighth as the Mets on Saturday, Other teams 
tnn's blast. ' second inning, and Jesse crushed Montreal Expos 10- entered in the tournament 
wbo supported us in our bike- Simpson Sears Boston went ahead in the Jefferson tossed a three- 3. come from the U.S.S.R., 
a-then to Klesnza Creek on Shoppers Drug Mart . third inning. Butch Hobson hitter as the Blue Jays BillBucknerdroveinthree Japan and Czechoslovakia. 
July 22nd. We completed 26 Sweet 16 
miles and have collected| Terrace Daily Herald doubled, Rick Burleson scored an 8-0 victory over runs with a bases-loaded After the Savinne Tour- 
nearly ~g~00.00. Below we Terrace Equipment Sales singled and Jim Rice hit a Chicago White Sox. double and Redney Scott nament he U.S. team will 
have listed the businesses Terrace Sight & Sound sacrifice fly, scoring Hob- In the National League, doubled home the winning play three matches in The 
and employees in town who Tilden Rent a Car son. Cleveland tied it in the Paul Moskau fired a foux- run in the sixth inning as Netherlands. 
sixth when Veryzer singled, hitter and drilled a bases- Chicago Cubs edged Pitt- . :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .... .,.............,...... have supported our cause. Toco Crafts "%'~"%""  
We would like to list the Totem Furniture and Ap- moved up on a walk and loaded double in a five-run shargh Pirates 5-4. 
scored on a double by sixth inning as Cincinnati Dnsty Baker slugged a solo parents and friends but the piiances 
names are too many. A Western Home Furnishings Alexander. Reds defeated Atlanta home run, double and single 
special thanks to Mrs. Ltd. The Indians made'it 2.1 in Braves 104). and Johnny Oates drove in 
the seventh ~.~n Buddy Bell Houston's Mark two runs with a bases-leaded 
Vanherk and Mrs. Car- Wighiman & Smith Realty led off with a single, ad- Lemongello tied a major single to hack the five.hit 
michael who supplied a Ltd. vanced on a sacrifice and league fielding" record for pitching of Doug Rau as Los 
delleious lunch at the ereck., Wi lk inson  Bus iness  scored on a Ted Cox double, t pitchers by making five AngelesDedgerspcateda3-0 
The Child-Minding Center Machines Ltd. Rick Wise, 9-14, lasted 62-3 putouts and survived two victory over San Diego 
is no longer supported by Woclworthe. 
government  grants ,  Jill Ewart, Supervisor innings and improved his San Francisco home runs to Padres. 
therefore we must hold Terrace Child Minding seasen record to 3-0 against 
• • his former teammates. . ey T~e ~ eeess  ~alCtS  ~ E  
numerous fund raising ~enter BLASTS IlOMER Emt 
events. This has been one w t. pc. ore. 
and a very successful effort Elsewhere in the NATIONAl. LEAGUE Boston . 70 41 .531 -- ~'~ 
atthat. Thanks again. American League, Mickey F'~tWL PO. OBL New Wxk 6349.M3 ~/a We're  
All Seasons Sporting Goods FIGHT POSTPONED R ivers '  two-run homer  Philadelphia 60 50 .545 -- /~iiMukee 61 4B '.~0 
Bank of Nova Scotia ROME tAP) The touched off a five-run New (zicauo ~e s~ .ale 3 Vetrelt 6~ so .~o 9 - -  ~ . ~  ,o,/, 
Bee's Childrenn Wear European light.heavyweight York rally in the ninth inning t~n~eat sa 61 .m 8V= 6Mtlmore PlIIM r~ 51 so 468 ~ aeveimd 17'/~ 
BitterSweet title fight between Italian as the Yankees defeated ~ew York ,e6  .,m 1, *.onto Listed 
Canadian Cellulose Co. Ltd. Aide Traversaro  and Milwaukee Brewers 8-7. st. Loe~s 45 ~ .~ ~r Wet* West Kansas City 62 48 ,56d -- 
Derksons Credit Jewellers Spanish challenger Avemar Hal McRae doubled with .san Frmclsm 67 47 .MS .-- Callfcmla 62 $3 .~3t 2'/~ 
Ev's Men's Wcar Ltd. Perslta, seheduled for two eat in the seventh inning Gnc 'nnat ' ,  ,~ . ,  ,.., oetoand ~o s~ .522 ,'/, Here /  
Grace Fell Florist Saturday, has been post- to end the perfect game of Los ~cs  b5 48 .575 ]'/~ Te)~S S3 $7 .482 9 San Dicoo 57 56 .S04 9t/~ ~irmes~a 47 54 ,42315:/~ 
Atlanta , ~ ~0 .4~9 131/~ OIIC~10 Gordon and Anderson Ltd, poned because television Baitimore'sScott McGregor, 46 ~s .m t6,/~ 
Household Finance Ltd. crews are tied up at Vatican then the next three Kansas He~stm 52 a) .464 14 ~eaffie 42 73 ,~  ~,,~ 
Jeans North City for the funeral mass of City batters bit safely to give weemuwt Resdts Wedmsday Resuttt ~icaf~ S PittsbUr~ 4 Toronto S C~ir...8~ 0 
Kelley's Stereo Pope Paul, organizers aid. the Royals a 2.0 victory over tt~stm s s~ ~rmcs~m s aev~n~ s echo. i 
Ken's Photo Studio Ltd. A new date will be fixed the Orioles. Cincinnati I0 Atlanta 0 ~ City 2 6alflrrcre 0 
Lakelse Hotel soon, possibly by the end of Tim Corcoran's first home New York t0 Montroal 3 New York S Mfl~okee 7 . Philadelphia 6 St. Loui~ 3 Detroit 5 Tex~s 7 
.ManUque Men's Wear August. run of the sc;iscrn, all eighth- ~ [zrxlr) at ~ Anqdes N Seattle 4 Minnesota t ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Canada's Smith becomes first athlete 
to win six Commonwealth gold s 
EDMONTON (CP) ' - -  final event el the Games the pandin8 world mark of 
4:07.66 eet last week by Klm 
Parkes went down the first 
time frmn a flurry in a 
neutral corner. Referee 
Trever Hill of Kenya gave 
Parkas an eight count and 
them asked the five Judges to 
take a point away from 
MaeDom~d for eantinub~ to 
punch alter Hill, standing 
Linehan of the United States. 
Casadiane started 
strengly in the wnetUng 
competition as ltgh¢ 
flywe4ght George Gunomkl 
of Toronto, flyweight Ray 
Taknhashi of Ottawa end 
bantamwelghtMlknBarryof close to the middle of the 
Leaden, Ont., and ,  ring, called for the two 
featherweight Egan Be~er of hexers to break, 
Kitchener, Ont., won their " It appeared obvious that 
first bouts handily. ManDmmld could not hear 
Wendy Clarksen of the command above the rear 
Ca/gary, the No. 1 seedin the of a crowd of about 6,000. 
women's badminton singles, A few moments later, 
was undefeated after three Parkes went down again, 
matches, this time near his own 
In boxing, flywdght Inn corner. As he sagged to one 
ClydoofOttawarkneckedout knee it appeared that Mac- 
Hugh Russell of Northern Domld landed a blow to the 
Ireland in the first roand and head, Parkes settled on one 
clinched at least a silver knee before ~ a signal 
medal, by English team coach 
Bantamweight Bill Kevin Hlckey to stay down. 
Rannelli of Val Caron, Ont., Parkes then rolled into his 
wen knocked out in file third side and stayed threugh the 
round by Finbar McGulgan count of I0. At that petal, the 
of Northern Ireland but refersecollected the Judges' 
g ined oaeof the twobrenze cards and notified the 
medals awarded in boxing, weeping MacDonald that he 
, had been disqualified. 
Rod~ MacDonsfli of The enntroversinl decision 
Toronto was disqualified in ended Canada's biggest day 
the middleweight division of in its amateur boxing 
the Commonwealth Games history. . 
boxing competition Wed- Flyweight lan Clyde o( Ot- 
nesday night after knecking inwa light middleweight 
down Delroy Parkes o0 Kelly Perletto ef Spruce 
England twice in the third Grove, Alta., and light- 
round of their semi.final heavyweight Roger Fertin of 
bout. Mentrcal each qualified for 
MacDonald, who Friday's finals while four 
patently lost the two f l~  others lost sand-final bouts 
rounds, punished Parkes and settled fo r  bronze 
with his tremendous left Jab medals which will be 
early in the third, awarded Friday. 
EDMONTON {CP) -- ¢~en- 
s#and~gs afar 70 evwds at me the (~m- 
Commonwea l th  Gamin:  ~ C, amm (Creed on 10- 
x(Indudes hto sliver medals to $4.3.2-1 f~r firm s~x piadngs): 
Canada In ~men's Indlvldual Cemda 523 
• I l-round gym~IcS, and Aulh'aila 353 
double tx~rae medMs In beg.  ~end ~0 
Nave ZeMend 104 
k~) G~M sa. Br. Sa~and 60 
Canada 30 1922 Wales 53 
PtJsh'alla 17 23 21 
BM~and 12 1910 ~ 2923 
New Zealand S 36  Janli¢,a 18 
Wales 2 1 2 11dnldml 16 
KJnya 124 Guymllt 7 
Statical 2 2 3 /~l~tsla' 6 
India 1 1 1 WeMem Samoa 5, 
Jan~lc8 1 0 1 Isle of N~n 4 
Trklldad 0 12 ~ 3 
~slem Samoa 003 ~No~--lhem 3 
Za,d~e 0 0 2 Irelmd 3 
Isle of Na~ . 0 0 1 Tammla 2 
Ghana 00 1 O/T~,I I 
/V~a 0 0 1 us I 
Nm'lhem Ireland 0 0 1 Turin.Calms 1 
converts fUmbles 
into win over Stamps 
The Alouette touchdow~ 
came on passes from 
quarterback Joe Barnes to 
Larry Smith, Bob Gaddls 
and Craig Labbett. 
Don 
Sweet converted all three 
and added field goals (ff 38 
and 29 yards with Wally 
Buono rounding out Mnn- 
treai's gotinJ with a 90-yard 
single when'a punt rolled 
past the dead-ball line. 
Cyril MeFall kicked two 
field goals of 28 and 37 yards, 
added a 40-yard single and 
converted Calgary's lone 
touchdown by James Sykes. 
Aft~ Sykes scm~, ~,,, a 
oneyard run, Montreal's 
defance went to work, ef- 
fectively "shutting off 
Calgary's offensive attack in 
the second half. 
811 
~or i~ lenders after Wemes- 
TD CF@S P 
PmuWla, I~  01410751 
Cutler, E 01211348 
McFslh C 06101 
~Joff, W 0107334 
Germmy, E 5 0 0 0 30 
Key, BC 4 0 0 0 ~ 
~Vecorltll, S 056  0 ~D 
Qjfliver, BC 300010 
Ho(mes, W 300018 
Sykes, C 3 0 0 0 18 
w 
Fishing report 
By Don Peat'sea - Ct,lton their limit of onlmm from - 
Sports 
Low tide at 11:55 a.m. ef 
5.2 feet, high tide at 6:20 p.m. 
of 14 feet, 
Douglas Channel fishing 
yesterday was done in ex- 
ceilent weather. The day 
started out with cloud end a 
light offshore breeze and 
loomed off by IO:30 to a 
beautiful sunny day. 
The river silt that has 
murked up Douglas Channel 
has now penetrated to 
almost all our fishing areas. 
The fishing spot yesterday 
was Dn/miuming Bay at the 
entrance to Fosh Lagoon. 
Another boat came in with 
Fish Trap Bay and this 
seems to say that although " 
the channel is dirty, the flush 




Run Your Own 
Business 
rruck unit hot water. Trailer 
unit cold wirer. All equip. 
ment and existing business. 
Ideal for one or two peo- 
ple. Good growth oppor- 




Not listed in our 
B.O. Tel Dirootory. 
AUROMA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - 6~-2040 
GENERAL FURNITURE - 63S-4961 
WATER LILY BAY RESORT. 798.2267 
SKOGLUND HOTSPRINGS ;98.2221 
OLI'S PLACE- 79|-2251 
BARNFY .~HOf..'S & REPAIR • 635.3092 
PETS BEAUTIFUL. 635.9251 
Free - for ONE month  courtesy of THE 
DAILY  HERALD 
i f  you wish  your Business Phone 
listed for your customers please c;*ll 636-6367 
m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Sharon and Horst Ellerman, manager of the local Dairy Queen, were presented 
with a thank you certificate from JoAnne Ames of the Canada Employment 
(~entre for Students and Youth for their enthusiasm in employing student for 
summer Jobs. 
Debbi Pelletier, of CFTK, received her certificate for helping to promote a Hire- 
a-Student summer programs. 
Priest describes horror 
of fatal bus. accident 
i ¢ i  ~ 
ASBESTOS, Que. (CP) -- "I looked back and saw for a secoud as if to say good- 
A priest who was one of people with eyes that asked: bye, and then slipped away." 
seven survivors of last 'What can we de'?" Others Father St. Jean said he 
week's Eastern Townships cried out that they didn't cried out for help, and heard 
bus disaster said Wednesday know how to swim. another person yell that 
he felt "a sword go through Father St. Jean circled rescuers were coming in 
my heart" watching the bus trying to help some of the rowboats. Finally a rowboat 
slip into placid Lee d'Argent passengers'reach shore, picked him up and took him 
carrying 40 to their death. At one point, he grabbed to shore. 
Rev• Gaston St. Jean was 
still visibly shaken as he 
described to reporters hew 
last Friday night's disaster 
near Eastman, Que., took 
place. 
Funeral services for 36 of 
the victims will be held today 
in this mining community 
135 kilometros northeast of 
Montreal. Four others were 
Iza'ied Tuesday. 
"It all happened so 
dCkly, '' Father St. Jean 
The priest said he was 
seated at the rear when the 
brakes failed while the bus 
wak descending from a hill- 
top theatre where the 
group--Including many 
physically and mentally 
handicapped-~had, attended 
a play. 
Father St. Jean said his 
first indication of trouble 
was when the driver shouted 
a warning to the passengers 
to brace themselves. 
"Then we skidded onto the 
lake as if there were skis 
tmder US." 
THOUGHT WAS SOLID 
The I~s shot out 50 metres 
eato the lake, but the priest 
said the driver said the 
wheels were touching the 
bottom while the vehicle was 
still on the surface. 
Father St. Jean said he 
went to the back of the bus 
and comforted the 
passengers. The bus floated 
for IS minutes, and then as 
the back of it began to sink 
because of the engine's 
weight, water engulfed the 
p|~sheengers. 
n they opened the 
front door to escape, more 
water ushed in. The 51-year- 
old prist said he could hear 
the coughing and sputtering 
of victinm as they drowned. 
The driver jumped out and 
Father St. Jean followed. 
the arm of a male passenger Father St. Jean will be one 
and they held onto each of the 50 clergymen from 
other, Together, they wat- around the region olficlating 
ched in horror as the bus 
slipped below the surface. 
PEOPLE STRUGGLE 
The priest said be could 
see people struggling at the 
door as the vehicle went 
down. 
HIS companion couldn't 
swim and the two couldn't 
make any progress toward 
shore• 
"They say a drowning 
person holds his grip and 
doesn't let go. He gripped me 
at today's funeral mass• 
About 7,000 people visited 
the makeshift funeral home 
in the local hockey arena 
Tuesday and 8,0~0 came 
Wednesday, with i0,-000 
expected today before the 
funeral. 
The funeral itself will be 
closed to everybody except 
friends, relatives and a few 
d ign i tar ies ,  including 
Quebec Social Affairs 
Minister Denis Lazure and 
Lleut.-Gov. JennPierre Cote. 
United front 
against [ M 
RI~GINA (CP) --  But while the premiers re. 
~anada's 10 premiers Joined stricted most of their public 
forcess Wednesday to statements on attacks on 
condemn what they duplicated government 
described as federal intru, activity, Premier Gerald 
siGns into areas of provincial Rngan of Nova Scotia said 
power, that they spent much of their 
And there were indications time in the first of a kerion of 
after opening talks at the cloned meetings discnssng 
19thannual premiers '  constitutional matters, 
meeting that the prevluclal 
leaders will form a similar OPPOSITION IS UNITED 
united front against Prime These discussions were ex- 
Minister Trudnau's latest pected to lead to an annouce- 
proposals for constitutional ment that the premiers 
change, oppose TrudeauT latest 
PremierAlisnBlakcneyof proposals to revomp the 
Saskatchewan told a news country's codstitutlenal law, 
conference Umt the premiers the lll-year-old British 
want action hy the end of the North America Act. 
year to stop duplicate "
fcdcraI-provincial ctivity in Quehec Premier Rene Le. 
such areas as consumer vesque, who advocates an 
affairs, environmental independent Quebec with its 
protection, agricultural re- own constitution, said that 
search, housing and urban his Parts Quebecois 
affairs, the administration of government was "par- 
justice and pest-secendsry tlelpetlng in good faith" at 
edcuatiou, the meeting. 
Dave Brouseau, of Dave's Roofmg, made good use of the casual labor pool to hire 
students and youths, and received a certificate for this from JeAnne Ames. 
Student Employers 
thanked by CEC office 
By JoAnne Ames 
The Canada Employment 
Centre for Students and 
Youth is closing for the 
summer this Friday, August 
11. 
Job orders have slowed 
down and there are very 
students currently looking 
for work. 
The majority of students 
and youth who were serious 
about finding a Job  have 
found one. Many have done 
so on their own, which is a 
credit o them. They had the 
ener~ and determination it 
takes to find a job• 
What about students or 
young people who are not 
working? Most of them are 
using the summer as a 
"real" holiday, spending 
time at the beach or with 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
A 17-year-eld visitor from 
the Netherlands remained 
quarantined in a ChiIliwaek, 
B.C., home Wednesday while 
ibis 25.year-old cousin, a 
'mushroom farmer suffering 
from paralytic polio, was 
recovering in hospital 
Tests determined that 
Jake Van de Pol, the first of 
five persons in Canada to 
have been diagnosed as 
i having polio, contracted the 
disease from his visiting 
Dutch cousi~ 
The cousin, found to he a 
, carrier of the disease, was to 
have been flown back to the 
Netherlands on Tuesday, but 
operators ofa charter airline 
service, Martineir, refused 
to allow him aboard the 
aircraft until tests show he 
no longer is infected. 
Meanwhile, in ti~ Nor- 
wichDelhi area, near 
Woodstock, Ont., where four 
cases have been diagnosed 
and 14 persons who came in  
contact with the disease 
have been quarantined in 
their homes under the Public 
Health Act, police said some 
Dutch-Canadians have 
received threaten ing 
telephone calls. 
Two brothers from Nor- 
with were admitted to 
hospital last week• 
Laboratory tests confirmed 
Monday that Reick Van 
Vliet, 24, has paralytic polio. 
HIS brother, James, 14, has 
• or yonth over the age of 14 
should take full or part-time 
work. That would be 
unrealistic. Some students 
de not feel ready for the 
responsibility of a job, or 
they need a. break from 
school. 
Some parents try to push 
their youngster into a 
summer job. I have to assess 
each case individually, of 
course, and sometimes the 
couclusiou I reach is that the 
youngster doesn't want to 
work• A student who is 
pushed into taking a job will 
not make a good employee. 
In general, students are 
going well this year. More 
at a high paying Job. At the 
namo llmo, they seem more 
willl~ to work and un- 
dentend the committment a 
job means. 
The student office has 
increased placements by 13 
per cent over last summer. 
This is a reflection of the 
impeeved economic situntim 
locally and also a reflection 
ea the willingness of the 
business and householders to
try student employees. 
The cooperation of the 
businesses and media 'in 
Terrace cannot be stressed 
enough. Both newspaper and 
television have helped 
enormously to promote 
students and youth. 
The CEC for Studmm and 
Imitate Soviets 
in human rightsl 
OTTAWA (CP)~ Senator summer to examiile the 
Paul Yuzyk shocked a constitutional proposals. 
roomful of his colleagues The second, ajoint Senate- 
Tuesday by suggesting Codimona committee 
Canada's new human rights chaired ' by MP Mark 
charter should follow the MacGuigan (L-Windsor 
Sovietexampleandspeolfya Waikorville), is to,begin its 
list of basic duties of being a ~ next week, ~ .
Canadiancltizen. During five hours of 
Yuzyk (PC-Man.), a clauseby-clause 
secondgeneratiou Ukranian, ' examination of the'.human 
told the Senate committee rights charter, senators aid 
examining the charter of~ there were. a number of 
human rights and freedoms, loopholes in the proposed 
contained in Prime Minister legislation• 
Trudenu's proposed con- Senator Joe Greene (L- 
stitution that the charter Ont) said the charter did 
seemed to Ignore the fact 
that rights do not come 
without duties. 
He showed the committee 
a copy of the comtitotion of 
the U.S.S.R., pointing out 
that there were 20 articles 
deaIlng with human righto 
and 11 dealing wi~ duties of 
a Soviet citizen. • 
Senator Richard Sinn]mry 
• (LOst), committee chair- 
man, blurted out: "I have to 
confess I never thonght l'd 
hear Paul Yuzyk a~k us to 
imitate the Soviets.-- 
Yuzyk's was oue of the few 
novel su~eatiom in a long 
and mostly technical day of 
hearings on the  proposed 
human rights charter. 
• The charter, which would 
Bre~ince Canada's 18-yenr.old 
of Human Rights, is 
contained in the con- 
stitution'al proposab 
Trudaan presented to the 
Commons last June. 
ADDS LANGUAGE RIGHTS 
The new bill would cover 
all the rights contained inthe 
1960 Bill of Rights, such as 
freedom of speech, assembly 
and religion. But it has a 
number of new features 
designed to guaranteo 
recognition of both English 
and French as the official 
languages ot Canada. 
The Senate committee 
began its second week of 
hearings Tuesday. It is one 
of the two Parliamentary 
committees meeting this 
little to protect. Canadians 
against the possibility of 
government expropri~tinn of
their property, or the re- 
imposition of mandatory 
price and wage cuntrels. 
Senator Louis Rohichsud 
(LNew Brunswick) said be 
feared the bill would offer no 
help to citizens faced with 
the prospect of military 
conscription. 
RIGHTS VAGUE 
Senator Daniel Lang (L- 
Ont) said he found the bill 
vague on the question of 
"apprehended in- 
surrection." He wondered if
the prime minister and his 
cabinet could override the 
human rights charter if they 
felt emergency conditions 
justified the imposition of the 
War Measures Act. Trudenu 
invoked the War Measure 
Act in 1970 at t~,~ height of 
the so-called 0ctob~r cxisla 
in Quebec. 
Senator Eugene Forsey 
(LOst) complained that the 
provision of the charter 
stating that each session of 
Parliament would last five 
years or less was weakly 
worded and did not protect 
Canadians from endless 
stalling from the prime 
minister in deciding when to 
call an election. 
The clause calls for 
replacement of the Senate 




their families on vacation. They are more realistic more employers with 
I don't hink every student and don't expect o.start off stunner employees. /-  ' * ~ . . . . .  
Canadian" Human/* Rl~l~ " / Polio threat continues Commission dismissed Wednesday a soft, plaint 
against Bell Canada, saying 
• been diagnosed as having group refuse vaccinations on it could find no evidence the 
paralytic polio, but religious grounds, belied, ins company discriminates on 
laboratory confirmation has  God is the physician, religious grounds in its 
net bees made. although the church does not hiring. 
Another brother, Cor. advocate its members avoid However, the commission 
nelius, 21, has since been vaccinations, said it has reason to believe 
confirmodas victtmofnon. • Many of these quarantined the company discriminated 
paralytic polio. The fourth were believed to have been ~ on sex grounds in 
victim, whose name has not in contact last month with a personnel for a project in 
been released, was among32 group of Dutch exchange ScudS Arabia. 
persons ubsequently tested students who since have A complaint against the 
for polio, returned to Holland. company was brought to the 
The 32 had come into The Norwich policeman, commission last May by 
contact with the Van Vliet who would not allow his Herb Gray, Liberal member 
brothers, name to be used, refused to of Parliament for Windsor 
FIND 14 CARRIERS specify the nature of the Wost."Gray said Bell was 
Health officials gave 17of threats, most Of which were discriminating against 
the 32 a clean bill of health, made during the weekend. Jewish applicants in its $1.l- 
but found that 14 were "A lot of people are just billion contract o expand 
carriers of the disease, p ic l~  up the phone book and mode i~ the Seudi 
Health Minister Timbrell and looking Van this or Van Arabian telephone network. 
The contract wak signed l~t  said 'the 14 will remain that asd phoning them," the 
quarantined until specimens spokesman said. "Things spring. 
show they nan be released are tense here." After two months of work, 
safely. BOY RECOVERING the commission concluded 
Dr. Louis Grant, medical Meanwhile, an eight-year- Gray's allegations could not 
officer of health for Norfolk County, said,inSimcoe, Ont., old boy from Lethbridge, be proved but it had found 
Alto., admitted to hospital evidence relating to a 
discriminatory practice that two of the 14 persons last week suffering from based on the grounds of sex under quarantine are partial paralytic polio, is 
visitors from the improving, doctors aid. ' in Bell Canada's selection of 
Netherlands who have been Health officials in Ontario, personnel. 
in Canada for some time. Alberta and British Bell officials have been 
notified of the finding. The ltnantakeupto21daysfor Columbia said there was 
thesymptoms, whichincluda plenty of vacoine for parsons commission has also ep- 
, pointed its own conciliator to headaches, fever, stiff neck w~m have not been in- try to resolve the matter. 
.and paralysis, to de.velop, munized. 
" Theconfirmed cases m all UNHAPPY WITH 
provinces have been among Persons who have failed to DECISION 
members of a fun- maintain their immunization Gray said In an interview 
demuntsilat Protestant sect, through initial injections and~ he is unhappy with the 
the Netherland Reformed boosters have only them- commission's~tding. 
Congregation. oelves to hlame ff they get 
Some members of the the disease, Tlmbrell said. 
Grass easing cancer pain 
VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  value of t~e drug might not' .Hedgkin's disease. 
Many people being treated be determined for some She mid tbe life of a cascer 
for cancer In British time. victim under treatment is a 
Columbia are ignering the Meanwhile, patients dismal one: Weekly visits to 
illegality of marijuana use continuo to risk a criminal a clinic for tests and drugs, 
because they say the drug record and pay high black- the hurning sensation in 
controls nausea caused by market prices for the illegal un~'s veins as the powerful 
antlcancer drugs, medication of unknown drugs are injected and 
Some patients, including potency .and purity, sesemingly-andlese nausea 
housewives and Pati;iola lsert, 37, a thet"makesyoufcolllkeyou 
businessmen, say marijuana housewife ' in Coquitlam, want to die." 
controls nausea hotter than about 30 kilometrea east of "It's not a pleasant 
conventional antinansea here, says she uses the drug business and to have nausea 
drugs. :*; and eilowed her name to be on top of it . . . to have 
Some doctors ay they feel published although it could something to prevent it and 
patients~6 chances of result in criminal charges not use it, is just criminal." 
recovery are improved being laid against her. Mrs. lsert said sho has not 
because patients are 'Tm willing to take the used moriJuanaexceptwhon 
stronger and respond better risk,'~ she said, "just like I she was receiving cancer 
to treatment if they aren't was taking a risk when I drugs. She said she has not 
constantly nauseated, used it (marijuana)." used it recently after her 
But unless Ottawa ap- RELIEVE NAUSEA doctors prescribed a drug to 
proves a two-year.old ap- A noresmoking mother of which she does not react so 
plication from several two, with no history of drug violently. 
Vancouver doctors to do a use, she says she used 
controlled study of marijuana many times to 
marijuana with volunteer relieve severe nausea in- "The busy have no time for 
patients, the actual medical dsced by chemotherapy for tears." Byron . 
I I 
- FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINES~J 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this rent- 
to-own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or berrowlng power. 1st and last 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
71 F 250 pickup 
i 
S148•00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
~,,slmply return 
~re Caml i ro  LHT 
$139.ee per munth 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply rot urnl or simply r.eturnl or oimply return| 
7SFiesta3dr. [71FIS0 4x4  [;S OMs Cutlass| 
$99.00 per month I $1SS.00 per month I 8139.00 per month | 
lease end price[lense end price|lonsQ end pr ice|  
$1400.00 I SL275.00 I $2,02L00 I 
1o r simpl~ returnllm" simply return [,or simply return II 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
CeLL  ECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1140 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVE R, B.C• D.00419A 
. . . . . .  I I 
'78 C 100 Chev ]~u 
,$129•00 per month 
lease end price 
S1,175.00 , • 
or simply rstum 
71 Dodge Van 
$129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
• I I I 
78 Econollse Van 
$135.00 per month 
lease end price 
Sl,915.00 
or shnp~ return 
78 Zephyr Sedan 
$124.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,|25.00 
discrimination againsl 
women, but I am concerned 
• about this decision. I have 
received no outline of the 
findings of the investiga- 
lion." 
He said he is displeased 
that chief commissioner 
Gordon Fairweathor waited 
until one day before the 
commission's findings were 
publicly released toinform 
him that his complaint had 
been dismissed. 
He said he learned of the 
decision late Tuesday in a 
letter from Fairwenther. He 
said the letter provided him 
with less information than 
the statement provided to 
the press the following day. 
He said he was pursuing 
his complaint against Bell 
Canada at the provincial 
level. 
He had written to the 
human rights com- 
missioners of nine provinces 
(British Columbia has none) 
requesting that they speak 
with the telephone company 
in their jurisdiction in case 
Bell should try to recruit 
employees for the Sands Ara- 
bian project from smaller 
telephone companies. 
' He said Nova Scotia and 
Alberta have given him their 
word they will instruct 
employees of their provin- 
cial telephone companies not 
to answer any questions 
about their rellgiou on Bell 
Canada job applications. 
are working than last 
summer and most who Youth will be open again in 
wanted to work have had the spring, and hopefully we Bell 
sood attitu , wm be able to match even   aillst 
,, , . . .t~ ..veal .. m .... uau 
! i 
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qmmm  
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine 1)age location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or relect' any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
far the advertisement and 
box rental. 
BOX replies on "Hold" 
inetructlons not picked up 
within 10deys of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
These answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publlsher 
within 30 days after the first 
publloatlon. 
It Is 'agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of fallure 
to publish an sdvertlsoment 
or In the event of en error 
appearing In the ad. 
vartlsement as published 
shall be Ilmitsd to the 
amount paid by the ed. 
vertlser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omlffed Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such adverffslng. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ed. 
vertlsing that dlscrlmlnafos 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
lustitled by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.~ per 
Insertion, over 20 words 5 
cents per word, 
3 or more consscutlve In. 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before. 2nd 
Ioserflon. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
51.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 




22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insortion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISlNG: 
$5.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line par month. 
.On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
• publication day. 
• CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 





Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mall 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mall year 40.00 
,Senior Citizen year 
2¢00 
Brlllsh Commonwealth and 
United States of Amerlce 1 
year 51.00. 





Terrace & District 
Thornhiil & Olstrlct 
Phen~ A35.&357 24. SITUATIONS+ 
.WANTED • 
Coming Events 
Terrace Little Theatre's 
special season opener will be 
an Informal evening of skits, 
songs & refreshment. 
Anyone Interested In par 
ti¢lpeting should come to the 
organizational meeting 
Monday August 14, 7:30 pm 
at Terrace Utile Theatre 
building 3625 Kelum. Call 
635.9444 for more In. 
formation. 
T '  
Terrace Slnglee Club (for. 
marly Minus One Club) will 
hold • dance social at the 
/Masonic Hall 4917 Lazelle 
(next to the United Church) 
on Saturday Aug. 12 et 9 p.m 




, • . . • 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other' than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
service charge of $5.00 on a l l  
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEOOI NG .... DE SCR I P,-"* 
T IONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.03 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
• pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
S10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condeneatlon. Payable in 
advance. 






Funerals • 5.58 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
Reprints of photos which 
appear in The Herald are 
new/available through our 
office. 5x7 prints are $4 each 
and 8x10 prints are 56. 
Photos can be ready within 
48 hours from the time the 
order Is made. All reprints 
must be prepaid. For more 
Information drop Into our 
office at 3212 Kalum, or write 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 4B4..~. t . 
Skeena Valley Fall Fair will 
be spo~nsoring a bus trip for 
those people wishing to at- 
tend the Smlthers BuIkley 
Valley Fall Fair. 
The bus will leave the front 
of the Terrace Hotel at 7:30 
e.m. on Aug. 26th & return 
from Smlthers fairgrounds 
a t  6 p.m. Aug. 26th. 
Price. $12.00 return 
58.00 return, special rate for 
senior citizens 
Non.refundable tickets. 
For more Information and.or 
tickets please phone 635.2,194 
or 635.7019. 
Terrace Dog Club will he 
sponsoring • Flea Market to 
be held on Sunday Aug. 13th 
from 1 to 4 p.m. at Thornhlll 
Community Hall, Century 
Blvd. 
Any indlvldua~s or other 
groups & organizations 
wishing space to display or 
sell their goods are very 
welcome. 
Contributions wil l  be 
welcome & will be picked up. 
There will bee concession 
siand & admittance at the 
door is 25 cents per adult. 
For more Information please 
call 635.4217 or 635.3955. 
The following Neigh- 
beurheed Watch Meetings 
are the last to be scheduled 
for the District of Terrace. 
Please note that these 
meetings have been 
scheduled to cover specific 
areas and householders 
living in these areas are 
urged to attend. 
Thursday, August lg, 1978 
CATCH-UP MEETING 
7:30 p.m. 
At the Jack Cook School 
4720 Graham Avenue, 
Terrace 
FOR: All areas South of the 
Railway Tracks. 
Thursday, August 17, 1978 
CATCH-UP MEETING 
8:00 p.m. 
At the Northwest Com- 
munity College Meeting 
Room (across from general 
office) 
5330 McConnell Averlue, 
Terrace 
FOR: All Bench ereas. 
Is your son Interested In 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop Is taking pre 
roglsfretlon for september. 
Max number will be 24. If 
Interested carl Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635.3553. Fees will be 
PHONE 635-6357 ~couts plea.so cal l .  
Classified Advertising Dept. _ '  . . . . .  uo ~rou teem you Have 
~ ~ A  Drinking Problem? 
There Is help 
.Skeene Valley Rebekah Avalleblel 
Lodge - Rummage Sale - 
August 26th, 10 am to 2 pm 
Fall Bazaar November 4th 
Both In Elks Hall 
m~ln~ 
KI Chdrcn 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ),TIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are. 
looking for donations of any) 
fold, broken or used pieces ofl 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovetlng. 
Call us af 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeene Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
~.3747 or 6~.~3 
Rip.e Relief ' 
.... Abod~k ~ud6,il-i~g "
& Crisis Line for " 
Women 
635431~1 
Skeene District Girl Guide., 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to: 
.Life .promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635-5136 
Janna at 635:4503 
. , ~ - ~  For sale, 1973 Triumph 750, 
excellent condition. Best 
offer. Phone 632.6809. (sff] 
Lost 0, . . . .  any of N~cb~ko 
theatre, July 14, ladlds wins For Sale, 3 yamaha off road 
color leather coat ~wlth "." motorcycles, in well kept 
Chinese toggles. Please condition. 1977 IT 175, $900. 
• : return, phone 632.3346.(c3-7) ; 
A Heather-Tartsn Society Is 
Tha Catholic Womens. would like to announce the 
League (C.W.L.) will hold opening of a Land Ranger 
tht Fall Bazaar on October Company In the Thornhlll 
211, the last Setur¢lay In area. Girls between the ages 
( ~ ,  ef Verltas Hall. of 14 end 18 who are In. 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
being formed with the In- 
.rarest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contoct Eleanor Halley at 
635-!456 as soon as passible. " 
Skeena HeMih Unlt • 
3215-2 Eby Street • 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following ere a few of 
'the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
. Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
h30- 3:50 p.m. Pleaee phone 
for an appointment 
• Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on. the 
fourth Friday of every' 
month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for" an ap. 
polntmont. 
• Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im. 
munizatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These ere held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 . 4:10 p.m. by ep. 
polntment only. 
pRENATAL CLASSES 
Clesses are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace eree only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4year old children. Held 
on third, Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
:. done. Pleese phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BRE"ATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday. of. 
ternoon at 1;00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Nk~day. et 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
ere now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
Speech end Hearing Clinic 
"Full or part-time. Here Is a~. 
opportunity to earn extra 
monelr, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Tralnlng is available. For 
interviews Call Marnle 635. 
• 4501 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
:~. " VOLUNTEERS 
The John Howard Society of 
B.C. Invites applications 
from mature, well- 
established m.f persons 
Interested In representing 
the Society In the Terrace 
area. 
Duties would consist of at- 
tondlng certain community 
meetings and also of acting 
as a contact for released 
Inmates seeking to re- 
esteblls'h themselves In the 
community. 
This is a VOLUNTEER, all 
expense paid posit!on. 
Please reply with details of 
Interests and background to 
D. Cufts, 2739 Quince St., 
Prince George, B.C. In. 
tervlows will be held locally 
In sept. 
Drycleenlng firm requires 
bookeeper. Must be able to 
d~ fuli set of books, in~ludlng 
monthly P&L. Write Box 
1181 Terrace Herald (c5.11) 
Houseparents 
for Group Home 
On September I, 1978, 
houseparents will be 
required to operate a 
TEENAGE group home In 
Terrace, B.C., for six 
chlldren. Houseparonfs must 
he emotl0nally mature, and 
'will require the following 
qualifications: 
An ability to understand, 
accept and work with 
children who may have some 
degree of a social or 
emotional disturbance: 
An ability to provide ef- 
fective parenting and to 
maintain good standards of 
phystcal es well es emotional 
care for children: 
An ability to manage well 
In all areas of living, In- 
c lud ing  househo ld  
Held at ,1612 Grelg Avenue. operations, budgeting and 
. "' ~- '~e  b"P lanning constuctive and HearlnQ tests w,,, ,,~ u~-, . . . ,  I I f 
'b~ referral from "'family creative act rites or the 
'doctor or community health children In the home. 
Co-operation with the 
Ministry of • Human 
.We would like,to express our 
ki~:ere thanks to the staff at 
Mills Memorial Hospital who 
S20.00 per boy. Anyone in. attended to the late Theresa 
terested In helping with , LeRoss. The excellent care & 
thoughtfulness Is greatly 
"appreclatsd. 
Pierre LeRoes & family ~ 
(pl-7) 
• ABLE ELECTRIC  LTD. 




DUFFS  BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reesoneble rates• 
- -CONCRETE SEPTIC 
.TANKS PRE-KAST 
For immediate delivery 




Man.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Set. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memerlel Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel 
'~ .... SKEENA-CE~ITRE 
Skeene Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services. 
. Activity Centre for hen 
dlcrafts 
. Day Care for working 
people 
- Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Treneporfatlon available• 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge 
635.2265 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANOICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment end guIda~tce 
for vooetlonel end social 
rehabilitation done by 
j consultent. ~ 
Join the [ 
BLOCK PARENT 
program 
' . call 635.3164 
Resources and other com- 
munity resources is essential 
In meeting_each child's need. 
Group home services are 
contracted for by the 
Ministry, of Human 
Resources. Contract Is 
negotlahle. Please submit a 
complete resume in care of 
Mr. D. Anonby, District 
Supervisor, Ministry of 
Human Resources, 4506 
Lakolse Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1P4. Terms of 
references for contrectural 
arrangements may be 
clarified at your local office 
of the Ministry of Human 
Resources. Closing date Is 
August 19, 1978. 
I will babysit In my home. 
Phone 635.3389. (c4.9) 
32. BICYCLES, ~ 
I 
MOTORCYCLES .t 
Septic System For Sale: A 175cc Yamaha 
Specialists Enduro, Asking $350.00, 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 Good running condition, also 
a 1977 .,XeAVATIN G 750 cc Honda Super- 
S C H M  I T T Y S  sport with windlammer 
-- fairing, like new condition, 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the Iobtess. 





Hourly & Contract 
635:3479 anYtime 
RUPERT STEEL  & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We bJy copper, brass .ell 
',metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open till S p.m. Man. to Set. 
:.F~om-8~ 
• THE HOBBY HUT., 
Ceramic. supplies and 
Greenware;.~elr brushing' 
available- custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
6~.9393 
never rode In the dirt, asking 
price $2700.00 or bast offer. 
Phone 635.3824 after six. 
(p10.7) 
1976- 768-4"H-onda. AppIy 
4634 Park Ave., or call 635- 
4659,. (p5-9) 
1978 Yamaha 268 cc Enduro. 
700 km. Like now, asking 
$1,300. Phone 635.3022 after 6 
pro. (c3-7) 
Harley Davldson, Rigid 
frame, V twin, 45 cu. In. 
Asking $1,100. Phone 638.1493. 
(p6.11) 
For Sale 1976 K.Z. 75 
Kawaeakl. Low mileage, like 
new condition. Phone 635- 
3594. (c3.8) 
1977 YZ 125, $800. 1975 YZ 
125, $400. Phone 632.2866. (c3- 
For Seleas unit, 1974 Ford ~" 
ton camper Special, 1976 
Skylark 9" camper. Also 
portable electric organ. 635- 
3541. "(p5-11) 
One Dodge Power Unit, 6 cyl 
with power treln end pulleys, 
off Bell sewmlll. Price $800. 
Phone 635-2668. (p3-9) 
Frldge & stove In Harvest 
Gold. Stove Is 24" automatic 
range with continuous c!eam 
oven. Frldge Is all (no 
freezer compartment). Both 
are in excellent condition. 
635-6912. (c2.8) 
One set of Ludwig drums for 
sale. Call 635.4761 after 5. 
(c5.11) 
For Sate: Paper (r011 ends) 
and waste-paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick up by the lot at 
the Herald office. 
Wanted . 175 motor for 
Kawasakl motor bike. Phone 
635.3258 after 6 pm or Gord at 
635.4941 during the day. (sff) 
For sale, chesterfield & 
chair, 2 end tables and coffee 
table. Will sell separately. 
Phone 635-9255. (c5-7) 
4AT Trackers on 151(10 CON 
rims, GM.Chev, Phone 635- 
5092 (ctfl 
For Sale 36'"x24' culvert for a 
well. P.O. Box 714. (c10-13) 
Wanted, used small frldge 
suitable for cottage: 635.6357. 
(sff) 
For sale: chesterfield and 
chair $300. reg shoo.carpet, 
good condition, tricycle, 
aluminum frame patio 
doors, single pane !;35,00. 
Phone "635-2156. (p3-8) 
Birch fire wood for sale. 638- 
1976 or 635.4592. (p5-I0) 
For Sale 17' "Lund" boat, 
motor & trailer. $5,500. Will 
consider reasonable offer. 
Phone 635.9429. (IO3.8) 
For Sale 20 ft. wooden river 
boat with 55 hp Chrysler 
motor with let unit also 
spare' leg with prop (new), 
three gas tanks, new anchor, 
new life Jackets, new marine 
battery and complete new 
rack and pinion steering. 
S2,000.00 firm. Phone 635- 
5937' nights, 6381613 Days. 
• (cff) 
1 bedroom duplex for rent. 
Furnished, In town. Phone 
635.5464. (p3-8) 
12x60 House trailer, fully 
furnished. Only couples with 
1 or 2 children. No dogs. 
Features w-w carpeting In 
L.R. S225 per month. Located 
In Thornhlll. Phone 635.2482. 
(p3-9?) 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
! Bdrm, full Bsmt, Rec. 
Rm, 2 full l~aths, 2 
Fireplaces, w w carpet, 
;undeck, many extras. 
Loceted on bench on 
Benner St. To view call 635. 
V~os 
I I  I I I  
For Sale 2 bedroom house 
with fireplace. Large beck 
yard with garden space. 
Asking $5,1,030. Vlow at 20 
Nags St. or call 632.3413. 
(c10-9) 
L I 
ttome For Sale: 
One year old three 
bedroom home. Walnut 
cahlnets, w to w carpets, 
with partially finished 
basement. Fully land- 
scapad on paved st. Phone 
after 6 pm 635.7367. 
I 
Female, 24, needs a 1 or 2 1974 Ford ih ton pickup 360 
Imdroom house for 1st motor auto, Radial tires, 
September. Rural Iocetlan electronic Ignition. Phone 
acceptable. Phone Sue 635- 635.9380 after 4 (c4-91 
2283 evenings 635-4782. (p5- 1974 Ford ~/2 ton 360 
10) automatic with radlal fires 
Wanted te rent, 2 bedroom electric Ignltlon. Phone 63~ 
house. Close to school & 9580after 4. (pi0.17) 
town. Wanted no later than 
Oct. 1. Phone 635.3682 or 638. 
1587. (ctf) 
Wanted to rent. Responsible 
couple. Non drinkers, non. 
smokers desire 2 bedroom 
accomodaflen. Phone Dan at 
638.1041. (p5.8) . 
1967 Rover T.C. 2000 64,000 
miles. 4 wheel disc brelum. 
Leather upholstery. Good 
condition. 635-4709 after ~4. 
(p3-9) '. -. 
1973 Chew Nova 350 custom 
V.8 49,000 miles. Phone 635+ 
4284. After Aug 14, 635-4074. 
Wanted to rent a 3 bedroom. (c5.11) 
house or trailer, pllone 798. 
2259. (p5-8) 1974 Chev i/= ton P.U. with 
. " 1976 Travel.Mate 7~'  
Mov~8 to Terrace, require camper, 3 way trldge, fur-' 
3-4 bedroom home, will nace & propane stove, will 
maintain, wilIi~ to rent or sell' as unlt or separately. 
lease, references, security 635.3795 after 5 pro. (p3-9) 
delWMt, mature family d . . . . . . .  
l~ee. Refer bqulrtos to The 1973 Datsun 240z. Excellent 
Herald Box 1128, Terrace, mechenlcal condlflon 43000 
B.C. (cUt) mllea. Alr condltlonlng. 
" Phone 635.5770. (p2~)+ 
Boarding homes for high 
school students to aflend For Sale heavy duty 1973 
school In Terrace from ton Chev pick.up, PS,.PB, 
September 7eta June 30, 1979 Michelin tlrea. 23700 ~l lel .  
room and board rate $175 per With canopy. Will Coollder 
month. For further In- small car In trade. 635.2164. 
formation DIAL 635.71271ocal (c5.11) 
19 [c20.20) 
WIT • • 
sale ChOlco Property For 
Just under 1 acre corner 
property with paved street 
In front. 
Four rental unlts with new 
plumblng & hot water 
tanks. 
Two bedroom house, wlth 
work shop cement floor. 
Very good well two bl 
gardens & lawn with trees 
& shrubs. 
Ronnl for expansion on 
:orner very reasonable for 
:ast~'soniWfprh~s possible. 
Some lumber & many 
extras mostly all fur. 
~lshed. 
Apply: R.A. Clark • 635. 
3198 after 6 p.m. (p10.37) 
1.5 acres. All year spring fed 
creek. Very secluded and 
nicely treed. One mile from 
town. Asking $11,900. Write 
Box 714 TerraCe. (p20.17) 
Wanted  respons ib le  
caretaker with mobile home 
to operate a mobile home 
• park In Terrace area. Free 
space rent & commission. 
Contact F.L. Janauer. 638. 
8233. evenings after 7. (c10-81 
1974 =A ton GMC truck, dual 
batteries end gas" tanks, 
Phone 632.6424 effer S pm~ 
(pS.lO) . :'. ; 
1974 Ford F2S0 pickup 14 
speed tremmlsslon, ~)Y4 
engine, power eteer!ng, 
Complete w i th•  1971 
Vanguard camperMM. Ideal 
for back roads, hunting and 
fishing. 
Total price for both unl~ 
$3495. See Itat Camper La.nd, 
5412 Highway 16 West, phone 
635.6174. Dealer Llcence n0. 
D(X)611A. (C5-10) - " . : 
S ine.  station; .wi@~h v(.1974 
PIat);iGo0d/ca'~llllLF+ront 
wheel drive, radial tires, am 
radio. Asking $1800 or best 
offer. Call 635.9444 or 638. 
1418. '(p5-10) 
1973 Ford Maverick Deluxe. 
aVInyl roof, brown on whlts, 
recently rebuilt f ran.  
smlssion & valve Job,'S2200 
firm. 638•0387. (p3-7~rl , '1 ,  
1977 Datsun Hatchba¢k.'55®~ 
miles. Like new. Phone '632.: 
3817. (c5-9).. , :  
1974 Ford Bronco ranger, V- 
8, 4 wheel drive', Good 
condition. Phone 635.6B44 
after 5. (c10-14Y 
, . , ,  , 
1970 Ford F250 Ranger, 
camper special, new paint. 
Top condition. Also 2 trailer 
axles & wheels. 635.3939. (c& 
8) , : ' ,  : 
NOTIOE 
Notice is hereby given that a Public 
Hearing will be held on proposed "Kltimat- 
Stikine Regional District By-law No. 3'/, 
1976, Electoral Area E and Specified Por- 
tion of Electoral Area C Zoning By-law, 
Amendment By-law No. 106, 1978." 
proposed Zoning By-law is concerning the 
following property. 
Lots 64 and 65 Plan 8213 D.L. 4000 RSCD 
(Woodland Heights Grocery Store 2390 
Hemlock St.) 
The general intent of the proposed Zoning 
By-law is to change the zoning designation 
from Residential to Neighbourhood Com- 
mercial. 
~e e proposed Zoning Amendment may be 
wed during regular business hours at 
Regional District Kitimat - Stikine office. 
The Public Hearing shall be held in the 
Thornhill Community Center on Tuesday 
August 15, 1978 at 7 :30  p.m, 
Any and all persons having an interest in 
the proposed Zoning Amendment shall take 
notice and be governed accordingly. 
John Pousette 
Secretary-Administrator 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
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1968 Ford School Bus. Seats 
removed for camper or 
moving. Motor needs repair. 
Asking $2300. 94 Skeena, 
Klflmat. 632.3460. (c3-7) 
1974 International V= ton 4 
speed, radio, canopy, new 
fires, 37,000 miles, can view 
at 5116 Graham Ave., or call 
635-3564 or 635.6166 (lmth 
B 
For Sale: 1976 McGInnls 
12x68 Trailer with 8](16 Joey 
shack ~: 8'x24' Veranda. 3 
bdrms & will sell furnlshed 
or unfurnlshed. Phone 63S- 
9750 or vlew at ne. 18 5016 
Park Ave. 
For Sale, 1970 12x68 Park. 
wood 3 bedroom traller. Set- 
up on fenced lot. $18,000. 
Copperslde Estates. Phone 
638.1273. (c3-8) 
1972 Statesman mobile 
home, 2 bedrooms, fully 
carpeted, furnished. 5 major 
appliances including dish- 
washer. Excellent condition. 
Phme 63~3~08. (p3.8) 
For Sale: three 12'xS2', 2 
bedroom semi.furnished 
Safeway Trailers. Units 
complete with blocking, fuel. 
tanks, axles and wheels. 
Asking $6,000. Call J. Hut. 
chlegs Box 727, Stewart, BC. 
Phone 636-2660. (p20.1s) 
10x50 2 bedroom trailer. Set. 
up in trailer court. Large 
[ooy shack. For. quick sale 
$2,500 or highest offer. 635. 
5502. (cS.8) 
$6' Safeway doublewlde 
1440 sq ft. Includes all 
meier app!lancen, large 
garden shed and fencing. 3 
bedrooms, 2 full baths, and 
fireplace. Set up and fully 
skirted In Cedarvlew at no. 
31-4619 Queensway Drive 
(T imber land Tra i ler  
Park). $26,000 Phone 635- 
9~9. (ctf) 
For Sale 12X68' 3 bedroom 
Waller (5afeway). Fur. 
nlshed or unfurnished. 8X12 
HEATED JOEY SHACK. 
Complete with 8,000 BTU air 
cond. Close to schools 635. 
9323. (p10-7) 
MOBILE  HOMES 
New m0bi le  homes  f rom 
as low as $100.00 down. 
O.A.C . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
| 
Set up ahd defivered 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-510,' 
(eft 
"Runt or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paremont house trailer with 
flreplece near stores and 
.schools, on private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgage if nec. 
Phone 112-762-4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win- 
field, B.C. (ctf) 
Dlvorcel $100. plus filing 
fees. Obtain your lawyer 
supervised divorce over the 
phone fastl Call Self- 
Counsel Services toil free 
1!2-800.663-3007. Chargex 
and Mastercharge accepted. 
(4~1,3) . . . . . .  
Does your bu!ldlng need 
exterior painting? Call 635- 
4906 Kermode Friendship 
Centre. LEave name and 
phene number for Terry, 
Free Estimate. (stf) 
Mobile Home 
Immediate Delivery 
TO Your Location 
are now available on our 
lovely 14 wide and 
doublowide mobile homes. 
You choose your decor, ant 
Ne custom build to suit 
~overnment grant of $25(X 
;)plicable. Expense paid 
fare Vancouver - Return. 
For free credit check and 
approval please phon~ 
collect. 
Parker Homes of Canada 
Ltd. 
(c15-23) 
For Sale. 1976 Starcraft tent 
trailer with stove, frldge, 
furnace and canopy. Like 
new condition. Phone 63S. 
3241. 
For Sale, 25' Citation motor 
home. Made by Bendix. 
Fully equipped• In excellent 
condition. Very low mileage. 
Phone 632.5546. (c10 11) 
. . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  t 
For Sale: Four 1971 12'x52', 
two bedroom semi.furnished 
Safeway trailers. Complete 
with axles, wheels, fuel 
tanks and blocking. Asking 
$5,000 each. Call 636.2660 J.




22' River boat and trailer. 
.Can vew at 5116 Graham 
Ave. or call 635.3564 or 635- 
6166 (l110.au10) 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C-W lS,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone 63g-1121 (sff) 
"Nothing is more common 
thin l fool with a strong 
memory." C.C. Colton 
NOTICE TOCREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
WALL, Donald Charles late 
of R.R. nr. 2 Hampton Rd., 
Terrace, B.C. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the said 
estate(s), are hereby 
required to send them duly 
verified to the PUBLIC 
TRUSTEE, 800 Hornby 
Street, Vancouver, B•C. V6Z 
2CS, before September 6, 
1978, after which date fhe 
assets of the said estate will 
be distributed, having 
regard only to claims thet 
have been receivnd. 
CLINTON W. FOOTE 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
To whom it may concern: 
I, Nell T, Turner will not be 
responsible for any bills or 
debts Incurred by my wild, 
as of this date August S, 1978. 




The Public Trustee as Ad. 
minlstrator of the Estate of. 
James Lee Bethuren? offerS, 




Lots 19 & 20 
District tot 1637, Range 5 
Coast Distrld, Plan 1270 
being located at Usk, B.C., 
approximately 12 miles 
east of Terrace, B•C. 
Two lots each approximately 
1.1 acres (159 ft. by 300 ft.) 
located near the former C.N. 
BY Jack  House .  The  D i rec tor  
Teachers  Scotch  In foemalmn Cent re  
The Noisy Wife's Gun 
Visitors to Edinburgh climb 
the hill to the Edinburgh 
Castle "and see the famous 
cannon known as Mona Meg, 
It was made by a black- 
smith- by the name of 




By Shirley Guth 
August 7-.13: 
Got the horn-honking, 
crowded-campsite, traffic's-got- 
me-down blues? 
Hang a right into ~e peace and 
quiet along 48,000 kilometros of 
B.C. logging roads. 
six equally brawny sons and a Secluded beaches, little-fished 
very noisy wife• hot spots, lakes to swim in or to 
~-  . ~ .-- _s canoe in complete solitude await 
~ ...,)~1~,, - ~ ~ the meForist willing to steer clear 
=-  ~ .~JV~, : . . . I  of h~hways and onto a logging 
- , ( ' / (~ ' '~  U".~lroadih~s'weck. . 
- i~ -  ~ ~il~;Crissrcrossing vast forests, 
~f=~,,.t~ ~,- "~ '~.  .~X" Ithese roads, once closed to any- 
~ ~ (~ /~ J  ~.e but logging orews, are now 
~v'v': t [~  ~ .  o p.e." nat icast part of the time to the 
~.~T~b]ic.:~: 
..~ .-- r"'k"~ ~Follow a British ~Columbia 
Mouneey and. his sons Forest Products tree fann licensed 
forged the great cannon for logging mad o.n Vancouver Is- 
King James II of Scotland, land, for example, and you may 
who wanted it for battering 
down the walls'of a neighbor- 
ing castle. Local people called 
the cannon Mouncey's Meg 
because it roared just as 
loudly as the blacksmith's 
wife did. 
This cannon figured in 
many battles, says Teacher's 
Scotch Information Centre, 
and eventually ended up on 
the battlements of Edinburgh 
Castle. Over the years its 
name had become Mons Meg. 
Youql be glad to know that 
it's now silent. 
FACTS ON 
.FATHERS 
In parts of old Africa, the 
best gift a young man could 
give his father was the skin 
of his first lion. In pre-revo- 
lut ionary  China, ~t. pr ized 
present for Pop was a longev- 
ity robe: a silken robe em- 
broidered With the Chinese 
characters for "long life." 
American Fathers are happy 
to receive a new razor, but 
years ago sons gave Dad a 
longevity robe or a lion skin. 
Life in modern America 
calls for another kind of gift. 
Railway Station. The 1978 Many young shavers, and 
taxesgrossare$11.27perlot, others, are pleasing fathers 
Wrlttew ,offers fo r~ this. with a n~w ~haver, One that 
nronert~ wlil bG~l~ec'el~¢~d bY  ~stends out like no other dee- 
t~heund~r.signed~up t0"12:O0 tric .razor. has a chic silver- 
noon on Monday, 28th August colored body to help men 
1978. No representations are start the day with elegance 
" w'-- res--ct to the and it has a better shaving maoe iln pe --  - . . . . . . . . .  e t-  the angle than ever  before It ~vnalrlon or or T i l l  O , . . . . . .  ' " ~ ~" ~--* - ' - r  features cnree .,Vllerogroove properly i ne ntgne~ o,m . . . . . . . . . . . .  ". . . . . .  llOatlng neaas wlin ;1~ seiz- 
er any oner nor necessarily , . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ~.snarpen lng  surgical steel 
acceprea, uasn prererreo m hlndo~ nr*d nin= ~1~0~,~, / 
terms considered Enquiries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' • comfort settings to regulate 
may be directed to the the degrees of shaving close- 
Property  Department ,  ness. Made by Norelco and 
Public Trustee's office, 68S. called the Rotary Razor Ad- 
2431. justable Tripleheader Charger, 






torney ~enerat - ~nerm's 
Office, Terrace 
REQUIRES: 2 years 
clerical experience and a 
typing spend of 50 w.p.m. 
Canadian citizens are 
given preference. 
SALARY: S98S.S1077 plus 
Isolation allowance of 
$52.80 
Obtain applications from 






For Sale ~ Registered Arab 
mare, S years old. Excellent 
pleasure horse. Good 
disposition. Phone 635-6632. 
(c6-11) 
it also has a pop-up trimmer 
that's 24 percent wider for 
increased efficiency. 
Customs vary in the way 
fathers treat children, too. In 
parts of Russia, for instance 
people never played with 
their offspring, and fathers 
were despised for holding 
their little ones' hands past 
the age of 4. In New Guinea, 
however, fathers tend to be 
very gentle with children, de- 
lighting in feeding them by 
hand, and parental "don'ts" 
are few. Surprisingly to some, 
the youngsters don't grow up 
spoiled, but are gentle, rep- 
licas of their mild parents. 
Save W a t er 
And Money 
Propedy maintained land- 
scape plants can add signifi- 
cantly to the financial worth 
of your property, and so it's a 
good idea to learn the 
amount of water plants 
actually require. 
Most plants can suffer as 
much, if not more, from 
excessive watering as from 
too little. Here is a useful 
A LITTLE WATER GOES A 
~~(, ~.~ ~,,~ ,~ /~.~ LONG WAY toward healthy 
• ~ ".'~.-~/../ f ,  t trees, and they go a long way 
~T((~.? .  ~Off i ,~ toward high property value. 
~. f - - '= '~ ' / /~ l  guideline suggested by the 
sionals in the American 
Aasoeiation of Nurserymen. 
Most trees, shrubs and 
other plants growing in the 
yard are seriously thirsty 
Galileo was the first astron-every, week .to 10  days: If 
omer to use the telesco nn merets not aoout me equlvm- 
. . . .  ant of an inch of rainfall over 
that period of time, then all 
those plants should be given 
sufficient water to make sure 
it reaches down to soak the 
root system. 
For very little water, you 
can have a lot of lovely green 
around your house. 
discover a lakeside campsite, 
complete with tim grills and 
chopped wood, picnic tables, 
fresh water and toilets. 
Camping is free and several 
sites have boat ramps and nature 
trails. Recreational officers cad 
provide you with details on near- 
by demonstration forests and 
relics from bygone logging oper- 
ations. They also conduct guided 
tours of BCFP's logging oi,2ra- 
tions. 
If you're afraid logging roads 
will do i. the family sedan-- 
relax. Road quality can be sur- 
prisingly high. 
"Your teeth needn't rattle like 
a box of Chicklets." promises 
one veteran logging mad travel- 
ler, "if  you choose roads to suit 
your vehicle." 
TOURISTALK ACR08S 12 Mmlem S Blockhead ' ~1 Loki's son 
1 Taps gently prince 
FROM TOURISM BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  s~eeW~e a~tom 
Men t8 Transgress 
: " 9 Demon . 49 Verdi opera 
Roads are classed from one to behind an unloaded truck for a 18 Give forth SO Charles 
six. Ones, located in active log- safe tag.along. • Drivers use two- 18 Burden Lamb 
ging areas, are two-lane gravel way radios to tet each other know HMoreover SIVehement 
avenues in top condition. Sixes-- exactly where they-and you--- 15 Farthest aft 52 Secosdbend 
often abandoned, winding dirt are. 
trails--,~re best tackled with . Every area of the province 17Elecirifted 
particle hoarfrost 
four-wheel drive vehicles, offers its special logging road 18 Region DOWN 
For updates on road conditions, attractions right now: 18 Aeosssibla 1F0otiike 
local fishing or even on the Pick huckleberries, now juicy Zl--Bryant " pert 
weather, stop in at the division and ripe along Okanagan back- bl Girl friend 2 Danish 
logging office, roads. . In Pads county 
Companies like MacMillan Fish a quiet lake in Vancouver ~ Collection 3 Fasten ~i 
Bloedel supply excellent logging Island's Sayward Forest. A Mac- of facts 4 I~yem 
road maps that show active roads Millan Bioedel Mcnzies Division 26 Objector 
with restricted access, and sccon- logging map will guide you there. 30 Son of 
dary wads open to the public 24 Canadian Forest Products pro- Bess 
hours a day. They also list camp vides conifortable campsites right 31 Nimbuses 
and picnic sites, boat launches, in -the heart of northern Van- 3~ Arab 
trails and points of interest, couver Island's fine trout fishing garment 
But logging road travel is not country. I~l 
all free-wheeling. There are a few East of Prince George, logging 33 Lovingly ! 
35 Halt 
safety tips. roads lead to beautiful country, ~ Dmerve [~I 
Chief rule of the mad: logging some campsites, a canoeing ad- 3'/Form of 
trucks always have the right of venture on the Bowmn River, or irap~l~thlg [.~! 
way. Onceyou'veseenatowering lazydaysjustfishingforrainbows 38Finv0red 
log-loaded track highball down a and kokanee. 
(Fr.) 
(archaic) :~ J0umeyi~ 
6 Wild 0x ~1 Formosa 
7 Man's Strait 
nickname , bland 
8 -- of Panama ~ Mend 
9 Go from 27 Building 
' place to " wing 
place Z8 Off.yielding 
Covered with I0 DbposiUen tree 
n smaU ~ En~-os~ 
liqueur 31 Town in 
glass Switzerland 
18 New Deal 34 From -- to 
org. Beersheba 
20 Appears,ca 35 Long metal 
21 Mine pin 
entrance 3'/Source of 
Average solution time: 23 min. heat 
~OI[~ILIDllP I NISIAILIAI 38Slash 
.IO~l~mSAD EIAIMC~I~I 39 Exchange 
IAlt.lOIUll$11 ITmLIEISIEI premiura 
dNIDII ITLmSpIAIRIEISI ~ Counsel 
L It 31~[C I~,M]I (dial•) 
I R EllREIDIL- I ICIAISI 
" IE - - .  !I~IIA~AISIHI 41 Toward the 
~IRRI I ISIEIS~SlNIEIEI moeth 
LIAIC i IAIT 411 ".,, of thee" 
'IAI'TIEIDll I IDIEI~LISI ~ The 
f lT IE l l I~A~AIBIE IL I  "greatest" 
i Ell:I l l I IRIEllLIEINIOI 
i OlSl lP lEISl lS T ElPl ~ Outer edge 
6-~ 41 -- of 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. Judgment 
1;- ~ ~ ~T'lT~'lF' l  
narrow din mad, you'll know And logging roads all over the 
why. province provide some of the 
"Drive slowly, braking is dif- happiest hunting grounds for 
ficult on gravel," suggests a photographers wanting a bead on 
logging official. "And on dusty wildlife. 
roads, you're more visible to Look for the "edge effect", 
oncoming tracks with your head- where newer forestsjoin old ones. 
lights on." Younger forests feature numerous 
And if you stop to swim or deer and grouse; moose prefer 15 
hike, he adds: "Park your car well to 25-yefir areas. Bring fast color 
off the road, away from comers film, and telephoto and close.up 
and behds." lenses. 
Watch for signs posting safe" Any mad-weary motorist's 
times to travel on "live" roads, holiday can take a turn for the 
usually from 5 p.m. to 6:30 a.m., better this week, right onto a B.C. 
Monday to Friday. logging • road. From there it's 
On radio-c.ontmlled roads, straight ahead to relaxing outdoor 
some motorists like to fall in adventure. 
The Secret°-Life Of The Forest 
WHAT 
A tree breathes. It draws 
nourishment from air and 
soil. It grows. But, only a 
small part of a living tree 
ia actually alive. 
Life can be found in the 
very tips of the roots. The 
leaves. The buds. The 
flowers. The seeds. And a 
single thin layer of cells that 
sheathes the entire tree from 
the tips of the roots to the 
buds on the ends of the 
smallest branches. 
But those living .parts of 
the tree--about one percent 
of its bulk--perform amaz- 
ingly ' complex functions. 
They build a structure that 
can soar skyward a hundred 
feet or more and stand for 
centuries. 
The Roots 
A large tree has hundreds 
of miles of roots to anchor 
it to the soil but only the 
very tips of the roots are 
living, growing cells that 
push a protective cap of dead 
cells through the soil. Just 
behind the tip are the root- 
hairs, tiny, single-cell projec- 
tions that absorb water and 
dissolved materials from the 
soil, and start it on its way 
up to the leaves. 
PART OF A TREE IS AL IVE?  
layer. They are the only 
-w~'"'~':' ........... ' ,-" living cells in the trunk. In 
summer, when the tree 
grows, these cells divide con- 
tinually-adding thickness 
but no height to the tree. 
The cells that form on the 
outside of the cambium layer 
become bark, those that 
form on the inside become 
wood. 
The Leaves 
The leaves---or'needles in 
coniferous trees--make sugar 
out of water passed up from 
the roots and carbon dioxide 
in the air. In doing this they 
utilize the energy-.of light* 
with the aid of ehl()~ophyll. 
The sugar is passed back~to ' 
the other living cells in the 
tree so that they can breathe. 
The leaf buds on the twigs 
are alive, too. It is' their 
' growth that gives a tree 
height, and exten& its 
A LARGE TREE has branches. 
hundreds of miles of roots 
to anchor it to the soil, This article was prepared 
but  most of that length by the St• Regis PoperCom- 
is dead, woody matter, pony, which--to&ether with 
the other members of the 
The Trunk forest products industry--is 
Extending from the tips' vitally concerned with main. 
of the roots to the ends of raining the beauty and use- 
the branches is ~ single layer fulncse of America's forests 
of living cells--the cambium for the generations to come. 
Versatile Rice Cornplements Outdoor Meals 
Rice has such varied uses 
that it combines beautifully 
with food from any country 
for exciting eye-catching, 
outdoor meals. 
Rice grown in the U.S.A. 
is probably the world's 
finest. Delicious yet inex- 
pensive, it can meet your 
family's nutritional needs 
: year round but is especially 
useful when you prepare 
international dishes for 
baekyard or patio meals, or 
for steak barbecues. 
To begin your thinking 
and planning this year, you 
might consider a colorful 
menu built around the 
national dish of another 
country. Whether it's a 
chicken, seafood, lamb, 
pork or beef entr~e, rieecan AN AMERICAN CLASSIC -S izz l ing barbecued 
be its perfect accompani- s teak served w i th  R ice .Vegetab le  Salad.  
ment. Detailed recipes are 
available in magazines and peeled, if fresh, and may be water and bouillon cubes. 
cookbooks, but these sug- pureed. Dried or fresh mint adds 
gastions from experts at the flavor. Cook slowly until 
Rice Council may help: Oriental dishes you might rice is tender and the liquid 
Try Spanish or Spanish- try call for steamed rice. absorbed. Cooked, cubed 
American~cuisine, in which These may be Chinese, lamb and raisins are added 
rice plays a bigger part than Japanese, Vietnamese or and the mixture cooked 
potatoes or pasta. Paella, Thai. Rice served with a about 10 minutes longer to 
the Spanish national dish, meat or vegetable curry is blend flavors. Sprinkle with 
originated in Andalusia. It's popular. Season shrimp or chopped parsley and serve 
rice well seasoned, often ground beef with curry hot. 
with saffron and mixed with .powder, a little garlic, salt, For a USA barbecue meal, 
a variety of meat or sausage, onion, black or white pep- nothing beats a thick steak, 
seafood, or poultry. The per and butter, and serve cooked as you wish served 
Spanish often add sherry to the flavorful mixture over with Riee-Vegetable Salad. 
fluffy, long-grained rice. 
their chicken and pork rice Indonesian Rijsttafel, a R ICE-VEGETABLE 
dishes. 
Mexican eookery--a mix- buffet meal, usually features SALAD 
tore of Indian and Spanish-- coconut in the preparation 3 cups cool cooked rice 
features a number of meat of rice dishes seasofled with 1-1/2 cupssliced celery 
chicken stock or bouillon 1 package (10 oz.) and rice dishes. Arroz con 
Cerdo, rice a,d pork, is a cubes. Bay leaf is the herb frozen green peas, 
typical easserole suitable for frequently used. cooked and drained 
outdoor dining, as is Arroz If lamb is featured in the 1/4 cup minced onion 
conPollo, dee with chicken, market, try a savory Greek 112 cup diced pimientos. 
In both dishes, onion--and claasie such as Souvalaki or 1 cup cubed American 
sometimes garlic--is cooked Shish Kebab, made by mar- process cheese 
in 61ive oil. Rice is added inating lamb cubes and (1/4-inch cubes) 
and cooked until clear and alternating them on a 1 cup mayonnaise 
golden but not browned, skewer with peeled boiling 1 teaspoon lemon juice 
Water or broth, and then onions and whole mush- 1/2 teespeon each salt and 
diced and ground pork or rooms with atoms removed, seasoned pepper 
chicken (and sometimes sau- Grill the kebabs and serve Combine all ingredients 
sage for extra seasoning), is over: hot rice, plain or and toss lightly, Chill. Serve 
added next, along with seasoned. In lettuce cups and garnish 
cubed, sweet green peppers, Or a Greek casserole can with sliced hard.cooked eggs 
hot peppers, raisins, eumin be prepared by sauteing, and tomsto wedges, if de- 
and tomatoes, fresh or can- onion in butter or margarine sired. Makes 6 cups or 6 
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DYRP YCZYRS GQKZCPC KA-  
iGQYZPH SY DCP H APUUYVC'  
Yesterday's Cryptoqalp --  DELICATE DECAL DESIGNER 
DELIGHTS CONSERVATIVE HOSTESS. 
Today's Cryptoqnlp clue: A equals C
The Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands fur another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe Can give you eluos to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
Test Your Knowledge Of Pirates 
SWIFT•AND VERSAT,'E • craft like this brigantine were 
pirate favorites in their  constant quest for booty. 
Errol Flynn portrayed was once a rich, respected 
them as daring and dashing, merchant captain living in 
romantic swashbucklers in New York City was (a) 
numerous films, but most William Kidd (b) Thomas 
real pirates were greedy cut: Taw (e) Captain Blood? 
throats plundering ships for '(XI909 
valuable booty. Why not "llI 'o~ea!q~) "eAV mB!qa!l~ 
take this quiz on buccaneer "N H,g) ~ooG oJl'I-am.q, 
history and see if you can ~q Pa.qqlqnd as!~es we~ej 
separate the truth from "sas •au aql u! ~looq lmU 
Hollywood myth? aql 'as;raM aq~; u! punoj eq 
• 1. The most popular uea,a~om pun msMane esaql 
place, for selling pirate IIV "PPDI "1dec se uMom !
booty was (a) Englahd (b) Jolleq s! PPDI mellUM 
Mexico (c) the American (e) 'I, "ea;~?d Bno.uo;ON 
colonies? ; son  eq; ,to s~aPmN pus 
2. If one pirate murdered sapaqqo~I aq; ,to ~ao;~.H 
another pirate, a common lU~aUeD V e~o~ 'aom.~ 
penalty was (a) walking the uosu!qo~ Jo ~oq~ne 'ooja U 
plank (b) 1O0 lashes (c) la!ueQ (a) 'g ',uamqqund e 
being thrown overboard se~ Jaaau ~lueid eql Jupilv~ 
while lashed to the corpse Inq '~uo~ ~ou!tu Joj ,{I 
of his victim? -je!qa psen se~ d!qA~ e .q1!M 
3. A famous nonfiction Ju]qsel ;qlesp u!~aa lusam 
book about piracy is con- ele~!d =eqlouu oi paqsel 
sidered really to have been deep aql olu! peddo=p ~u!aq 
written by that .famous 'puel Jeau e~e~ ~aql uaq~ 
novelist of the 18th century UeAO os 'm.~e 1,uplnoa eele~ 
(a) Jonathan Swift (b) -!d lml~ (o) "~ 'smpnemm 
Samuel Johnson (e) Daniel Joj meAeq ajee pep.~usd 
Defoe? ualjo ea!uoloa uea.uemV 
4. A famous pirate who aqj, (o) "i :SU~IM8iqv 
II I I I I I I  I I 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets  
2§" x 36" 
12 sheets enly- 3~7~ 
Suitable for roofing 
THE DAILY HERALD 
.3212 I(alum St. Te,'ra0a 
I 
j f , 
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Yo id i id  al 
; 
__ur_n_v_u_  , , 
C WAIT! "~'7 "rH~ I .~V~ ll.l.t ~ I Y Y~J C~T ~'~ z N~O you~" ~. 
I.I 
Says Marriage Is 
to pr. Bad for Romance " u you feel people or events 
have let you down somewhat, ~ i ~  
vu"-n Buren es the benefits you By Abigail HAVE received --  espeda~y 
day in wid~ to set thin~s in ~l~ 
proper perspective, 
"DEAR ABBY: DESPERATE IN DENVER ¢omphdusd TAURUS U~;~ 
because her relatively oung husband had lost o]1 interest (Apr. 21 to May 21) 
in  sex. You replied, "Your husband needs to see a You have fine stellar in- 
fluences to help you now, but it 
physidan;cures for both."If it's •at ph~¢~,  it's memt~, and there are will he HOW you use your 
Sorry, but it won't help. The problem described by this abilities and advantages that 
_unfulfilled 40.year~Id housewife probably goes back to the will determine the caliber of 
time when the institution of marriage began, your gains. Only your bestl 
• Even though I am a heart surgeon, I have known count- GEMINI !1 r~ 
less male _patients (and friends) who strike outat  home, (May 22 to June 21) 
bu~.s~relike..crazyatthepflico.Thtsparttcul~paradexis. A splendid Mercury day! 
prot)aoty an auer~ic reacuon to the marriage certificate-- Especin~y favored: writers, 
regardless of whether it's printed on rice paper, papyrus, inure•Ibm, editors; those in 
tapestry or whatever. 
• If that poor love•tarred woman in Denver would the communieatians field• generally; those in all 
dissolve her marriage, take up belly dancing, and then live branches of aviation, 
in sin with the same guy she divorced, it would probably CANCER 
solve her problem. NEW YORK SURGEON (June 22 to July 23) ~}~ 
There's no better time than 
: DEAR SURGEON: You maintain t~ mm54m~ the present o exercise your 
destro,s roman= dmpl~ bea,--e it's ,,,-~'~i~-  latent talents as well as more 
, Nonsemet Romonos's metal  enemy meetb obvious ab~Ues, to increase 
that sets in when • r e l ~  beosmes  boring, ehanoesf0radvaneemesL Be  
monotonous and stale, logical in all discuso/ess. 
ram.== ,-. or .  jo,,,t =o.  
effort. (July 24 to Aug, 23) 
Common sense and a B.C. 
DEAR AJ3BY: We are adopting a baby and plan to bring philosophical attitude will 
i(; home from the hospital when it is two days old. help you through this 
Although the baby will not be ours leplly for six somewhat mixed day. Don't 
months, we would ]L](e to let friends know that we have the disrupt your schedule by going 
baby. " ' ' ' tangents, indulging in Is i~ proper to send out mmouuco _u~e.ntsu. sea• u. we ~.~ off on frivolity. the baby home, or muntwe wsltunUlthe sdopUou m m_p~'~ VIRGO • ~,~,~,  
• , K.K. (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
DEAR R.: The eoneoumm of those who have adopted Experiencos fthe past may 
babies Is that it's proper to make the sunouncement as give you clues as to proper 
soon as the new arrival is in your home. • handling of this day's actlen. 
With correct procedure, you 
DEAR ABBY: My lifo wan utterly meuning]e~ until I should (lowell, 
read your column today and learned that the official date LIBRA 
for donning my white shoes Is MEMORIAL DAY-end not (Sept, 24 to Oct. 23) " -q '~  
one day before! Warm-hearted enthusiasm 
Thanks to you, Dear Abby, my llfe has token a real for your efforts may not be 
meaning. White shoes are what life is ill about. But for forthcoming, but they ARE 
how lon~?ImustknowtheexactcutoffdatelAndpleue being noticed in the right 
tell me, what do I do with my feet and my lifo unt/l that 
_-n~/. "e~tw- .ba .~I~ear ,~sY  ,beloved wM~s places. EmpbaMze your in- nate: / ,  artlatry~ .con' 
aff~in?:~-" /, :!~:~!=~:X .~.. ~ "'T ':" ,'~'~ ~;~ ~'. ' "~' 
-'-~'the-ine~t/,~e;yo.'dbe~r not/f~ Pat Boone.'I do,,'t ~Imu~a~, ~m/tv. ....... 
think he knows about this yet. SCORPIO 
Sign me, '~tandi~ Pat inmy new white shoes." (Oct. 24 to Nov, 22) J~ '~ '  
PAT (MY REAL NAME) New prospects highlighted. 
What you consider an "ob- 
CONFIDENTIAL TO E,A.P.: Don't bluff. The moat stocle" to y0ur pinns is only an 
refreshing and und~rusod phrane in the ENilieh lenlPU~a illusion. Proceed with con- 
Is: "I  don't know." fidence. 
DEAR. ABBY: What do you think of a husband who SAGITTARIUS X# ~ (Nov. 23 to Dec.' 21) 
spends two nights a week in a Iffe.palnt/~ class scrutiniz- lndiutions of deppod-up 
ing the anatomy of a young, veluptuous, female model, action in certain areas. Study when 5o knows that hfs wife is etrongly opposed to it;? 
My husband insist8 that he is a sara•us ar~t ,  but even in well and be prepared to grasp 
the name of art, a nude woman umaninE various eductive anY opportunity to advance 
positions under soft lights with bad~ound music can be a ' your dtatus. 
turn-on for most men-even artiets, CAPRICORN 
Thislecaudnaalotofdiesonalouinourbomo, andlneed (Dee; 22 to Jan. 20) 
your opinion on this thorny problem: We are practically Don't let false pride hinder 
newlyweds, having been marrledonly two yemre, your progress. I f  you feel 
JUST PLAIN JEALO US stymied in a certain area, 
don't hedtoto to ask advice. 
DEAR JEALOU8: A nerinus art student is not IIholy to Even a person less ~ifted than 
be turned on by a model; but ff :Vow husband is, mid he _ yourself could prove bellg~tL 
goes .directly hems after art rises, you will be the AQUARIUS ~.~,~ 
beneflciury of the fallout, so why emml~? (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ""*.~7~ 
DEAR ABBY: You told some woman Whose husband A time for definitely 
had lost all interest in sex to take him to a deetor, ckrffying your obJectives. Get 
Well, my husband lost allinterest in sex years 8gu, and together with those who share 
he IS a doctor? your interests and, between 
Who should I ~ him to? you, work out ,a dear and 
HILLSBOROUGHWIFE concise program of action. 
DEA~ W~E: S~e ~r  ~m' .  A ~I~ who t~lse (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
to treat himseff ires • fool for a patient. . Don't let a ~lck~ dtuatien,, 
Who seld the teen yea~s are the hepl/ost? Far Ahby'a dismay you. Your innate in-({~ ' "~ "~ ~" 
new booklet "What Teeters  Want to Kmw~' write tuition, whkh often bordersou, ~ l l t ~ ~  
Abby: 182 Lnsky Dr., Beverly Hilk, Calif. 9~1~,. Enclose 
$1 and a lens, s tamped t=8 eento), self4ddreued envelope, 
CATFISH 
real b~piraUon, will see you ~ ~  
please. YOU BORN TODAY are an 
innate ly  enthus iast ic ,  
~ ~  °ut~°ing per'n; are well" ' ''r:~''~ ''-'~- ' ' ' ach ieveend°wed physlcallymentally n as,oftenfor / ByTCynthia .. . . "Lee ' 
Instance, in the world of Comumcr Relations Dept. 
. o . .  , . 
/ 
• I 
IVe HAp iT UPTO HEI _. W TH 
NAT PNAL. c vbl.15 VV6 K ! 
 .0o 
DOONESBURY by Garry  Trudeau 
.I:N ISSUe)oz--- - .Z',~spAu... I B I  mv~ ,q,4np~,ew I I=ll,~/z.,vA/.m,u.r,,w,~,~ I r '41~.~p~ ~w/.~,~,,~ I 
TnZ WrZAnn o~ m 
blankets and bedspreads are 
readily available in synthetic 
materials that can be easily 
laundered. Nylon curtal• can 
be washed, shaken and hung ~ back on their rods to dry. 
The new polyester silk-lank 
blouses and shirt8 can be 
laundered' in a sold-water 
IPmM  
easy-care clothing and wash- pretreat soiled items with hamper for white clothes and turn it on. If your washin| 
able home furnishings. 'Spray 'n Wash e laundry soil plsoing colored clothes in a machine is not conveniently 
Curta ins ,  tablewear, and stain remover. Just spray bathroom hamper. When the located, try using two hlmz- 
wuher is full, you can simply pen to help ,ave cortinl time. 
"it's stew, but I put too much watw in it." 
tenth of a pound (45 iramsl 
of honey. All workers ar, 
fern,is. 
Ir, crossing the ro~d be cd~ei.I 0dch day. 
To look eve, y way it's sM=,l teal way. "Mr. Kelly, that man's here about the job.' He looks 
a bit drlppv." 
you must curb a tendency to 
be owrbeari~ with otberL 
Birthdete of: Herbert Hoover, 
31st. Pres,, U,S.A,: Eddie 
Fisher: s~er.  
In a honeybee colony, 01( 
worker bees perform all 
chores except laying eggs, 
according to The World Boo~ 
Encyclopedia. In its lifetime, 
a worker honeybee ollect~ 
enough nectar to make one. 
~;I,' l~ r. ~ i  q~" 
• , ' L ' • - J  " 
. "  f 
, j  • -~  .I 
,~ J  o ,  
caps look like, reminds you 
that they are dangerous and 
should not be touched. It also 
instructs you whom to cMI-- 
the police or fire depart- 
ment--if you see one. To get 
a poster, plus further infor- 
mation about blasting cap 
safety, write to: Institute of 
Makers of Explosives, Dept. 
;4, 420 Lexington Avenue, 
New York, N.Y. 10017, 
the public from the misuse 
of explosives. The poster, 
which shows what blasting 
intuition and f0resJghL Yer is being offered free u part 
personality fits yOU for ' of a continuing nationwide 
lasdersMp in many fields, but J/ SPER, Canada's Safety Bear , safety program to protect 
sporiL . . . . . . .  ¥o~r8 18 a ~ i  ot Texize. Chemicals Co. wash, rinsedtoan_ d hung on family In the habit of using 
In the past, old Eskimos would take in 8 sow name, in vibrance and ma =,o-0,,,'',, Save T ime & Money  teethe•gets d~. . . . the" washing machine se the 
the h•pe that it would give them • new tom on life. ~M-- .ma,  nno ~f ,he h--, . . . .  to . common spots ana menus 
and it also endows you with ve . . . . .  t . . . .  o "n  on , se money is ocutd w are a daily occurrence, _ . . . .  . 
great., willpower, deter- expensive dry-cleaning bills. . . . . . .  pAnes;ally on vnlir children's 'L'O neap Keep you ann your 
r elothln family safer, a full color poster mtnlatl0n, laeallsm, Keen You can do this by choosing wash and wea g, 
the pretreat directly on the 
spot, wait 60 seconds and 
launder normally. For extra- 
tough spots, try another 
spray and washing. 
You can save some time if 
you organize your laundry 
procedures. Instead of setting 
dirty laundry., get the whole 
The Sonar system of discovering objects under watw was 
developed by Paul I.sngavin around the end of World War I. 
flCQ Arl 
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IRA, troops battle on anniversary 
BELFAST '(AP) - -  Irish part'of the plant on fire.. 
Republican Army guerrillas Trouble broke out Zbout 
battled Bri~h troops and midnight and continued until 
liee today on the seventh dawn, a police spokesman 
versary of the British said. 
8overnment's inirodueflen of We expect it will flare up 
internment without trial of again," he said. "There's a 
suspected terrorists. Scores 
w(¢e injured, 
British military 
headquarters reported a 
dozen gun and gasoline- 
bomb attacks on army and 
police patrols. No deaths 
were reported. 
A spokesman said-said one 
mob rammed a blazing hi- 
J~cked,a.- t lwou~ ~ ~tes 
d n pest office depot, setting 
lot of tension." 
' The army sent out 
bulldozers to rip up 
barricades and bonfires in 
Roman Catholic areas 
during the night. Catholic 
mobs struck back by bom- 
barding the t roops  with 
stones, bricks and bottles. 
The government began its 
policy of internment without 
trial with a roundup ~ mere 
than 300 suspected IRA men 
on Aug. 9, 1971. 
More than 1,000 Roman 
~:atholies and Protestants 
suspected of, terrorist ac- 
tivity were jailed before the 
government abandoned the 
policy in 1975. 
Northern Ireland has been 
torn by sectarian fighting 
since August, 1969. The 
Protestants have their own 
guerrilla rmies, and Britain 
has 14,000 troops in Ulster 
along.with more than 16,000 
mostly Protestant police and 
militiamen. 
More trouble was expected 
later this week when the 
Protestant Apprentice Boys 
hold their annual march in 
Londonderry, a tradE•anal 
shaw ctProtmta~t s rength. 
The Apprentice Bo~s' 
march in 1969 touched off the 
current war. 
Test tube parents 
keep low profile 
LONDON (AP) -- John 38, have sold exelusive rlghts 
,and Lesley Brown aren't to  their stow to The Daily 
letting anyone near their Marl, a London tabloid, for 
test-tube daughter, disalP about $600,000. While two 
painting friends and neigh- dozen reporters and 
bors who want to see the 
w~ld's youngest celebrity in 
i~mm.  
"We neighbor• had 
dubbed together and we 
were hoping to see the 
baby," said Gladys Johnson, 
a nelghber who took flowers 
and a smaU gift to the door of 
photographers from other 
members of the media keep 
watch outside the house, only 
the Mall's representatives 
and members of the family 
are being allowed in to see 
Louise Joy Brown, 15 days 
old today. 
the Brown home in Bristol 
this week. "It's all very dis- Gynecologist Dr. Patrick 
appointing, being turned Steptoe and physiologist Dr. 
away like this. I suppose you Robert Edwards, whose 
can't really blame John and technique resulted in the 
Lesley if they're getting all birth of medical history's 
that money." ' first baby conceived outside 
Mr•. Brown, 31, and her the mother's body, also are 
truck-driver husband John. keeping a low profile. 
Rapesuit against 
rdused to argue that the 
network was trying to incite 
rape when it telecast aTV 
film that included a rape 
scene. 
Superior Court Judge 
Robert Dossee said NBC was 
protected by the free speech 
provisions of the First 
Amndment. 
Dessee said h throw out th 
ease because lawyer Marvin 
Lewis, in his opening 
statement, argued negligence 
and recklessness on the part 
of the network. 
The judge had ruled 
Monday that the plaintiff 
could proceed with the case 
only on the basis of arguing 
that the NBC attem~/~ tO 
deliberately incite a crime 
shewing the rap of a y oang 
girl with a plunger in th~ 1~4 





E • T.V GUID NBC dismissed San Fro•leo (AP) An $11 Lewis represents Valeria million suit ngalmt NI~ Nelml and her daughter I - was dismissed tuesday .Olivia, who was 9 
after the plaintiff's lawyer whenshe  "W~s se]~uiH# All listings subject to ohanp without notice, 
IIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIiIIIIHIIHIIIINI 
BUSINESS DIREOTORY 
assaulted with a bottle by 
three girls on a San From,co 
beach. Mrs. N elmi says the 
attack was prompted by 
the TV film, and is asking the 
network for $11 million., Nhe 
says the teleeats was 
protected by the con-. 
stltutloeal guarantee of free 
speech,  . 
After Mendasy,s ruling, 
I~wls said he had "an im- 
possible kwden of proof" 
and would appeal the ruling. 
But he began his ape•in 
statement anyway' trying to 
estab l ish  'n,egligenL 
'irresponsible'and 'reckless' 
beheviour by the network. 
On Tuesday be said the 
only person Jailed in the 
attack o Miss Nelmi has 
declared in a deopesttion 
that he crime was patterned 
~fter . the movie. 
SKEENA VALLEY TOOVEY 
SERVICE 
OANAVENTURE 
MERCURY ,boats) YAMAHA 
,o.,haa,o DOUgliR 
motors) (chain saws) 
Hours: Mnn. - Sat. 8-~ 
4946 greig ~ea~e~ Llcence Number 02013A 636-5929 
RENTALS,,,. 
Most Anything. Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY.INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Men.. Sat. 8.6 
636-7417 ,,o.,,v_ Phone 635.7417 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INSTALLAT ION 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ud. . .OUL=O cou.~En,o~a •
SERVING TERUOE & KITIMAT ' . KALWOOD 
• , .~  SERVICE ON ALL . i~  ITCH 
MAKES OF T.V.'s m'~.. __EN 
~ e  Warre.ty Depot for. BRAD IRr 'ESE  
We J(;W Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, AREA MANAGER ~,~ ABINETS 
Sylvania 1 8(;9 • 5"rH AVENUE m 
MON. - SAT. 8 a.m. • S p.m. PraNCE GEORGE. B.C. V2L. 3K5 (NORTHERN) LTD. 
BUS.  564 .1488 
49011Graham , 635-4543 RES. 562.2281 FREE ESTIMATES 
I I 
B A N Q U E T S  • P A R T I E S  TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
R E C E P T I O N S 638-8195 
ANSWERING, 
Eagle Disco "°'"°' MONITORING'OF 
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B. POLICHEK J.Y. PAUL 24 HOUR SERVICE  • •nmUlllllllii•lallilla•illaEIl•lllllllilali•llllll•ma nu lmaananaama~ 
PHONE e35 .565a  PHONE 6S Ig -6 ;~S2 ; : . ~ l m ~  " :  
, 4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VOG 1V5 [ ~ MODEL RFP610 FRYPAN : 
SUZUKI  Motorcycles and DEEP SEA SAILBOAT ~ L  , i : ; ~ ~  
accessories in stock NOW! Coastal Cruising, Diving, "1~ " - ;  
~ , ~ l ~ ~  Learn to Water Ski at ~ ~ : 4 q 8 8  i 
Lakelse Lake. ' ~~h, . .~ , -  
A ttI~NDY FEATURE :IIIAT (.lIVES • 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. MERMAIDYACHTS. . : J ,S&CHARTERS VOtiH t I;YPAN AN ADDED USE.' • 
SUZV.U~I GOES THE DISTANCE! %h h ~ ,~1 , P,*  ; '  h ,~0t  I h t '~% , . , t  Dealer No. 01249A -
gg 
4441 Lakellm535-6384 _ Phone7911-2'J67 ~,h,t ........ . . , l : .  , . . . . . . .  . .  . , , . , , . . ,  • 
. ;. itl% t. , I t Is'at I*l't I :1; ' '"  . i 
' * I q' I ,  ..t *,* ,t ~ ~*,q t,, ; ,,t,t*,,l!it,, t , ~. t,t; t t .q  :*.ll~h • 
• I A% l i l t  I | l q t l | l t ' l , | l t l l l *  I , ' I I tD I *~ dt iu lh i  ;~[ )O I  Oi IOWt~l, i 
I • "P  ('%' I V t l l l l  . IL ls,t |  w l l l ' l i ( t [  l i t  t L) l it ' l~,tlt~l',t?li i l l  | l l i l l l L ,  II i 
:ma y ,VJLZX 36-3936 I! " : • 6 L.........,...........,..........,..............,..,..: 
OOlPGRETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE.  e~,vA,,,~vis,,~^,o, 
. . . . . . . . .  . TERRACE,  B.C. I I  don an d rs Ltd 4635 LAZELLE AVENUE ' PHONE (604) 635.3863 , 
. . , , . . . , , . . .  =, ,E- - .  Gor d An e on . 
Stor~ Hours: 
Call us at 635 6357 9 to 5 I I Tnes,-Sat. 9a,m,-5,3Op.m. ('IIM~(;FX 
i ~ Friday 9a,m,-9p,m, VISA 
OLOSED MOHbAI 
I I 
.... ;~:~i' !•~ i 1 
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